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ABSTRACT
DIRECTING EFFECTIVE CHANGE: THE AUTONOMY 
OF THE TENNESSEE SUPERINTENDENT
by
Earnest Walker
The problem w as to determine certain factors which are perceived 
to limit the freedom superintendents have to implement change 
effectively. The purpose of the study w as to determine the degree of 
autonomy with which superintendents In T ennessee may effectively 
make decisions regarding educational change. There are  138 public 
school superintendents, of which 132 (96%) participated In this study.
The research w as of a  descriptive nature and utilized d a ta  gathered 
from a  survey Instrument constructed by the researcher. A questionnaire 
developed by Dr. John T. Haro in 1990 for a  similar study in California 
w as used  a s  a  basis for the development of the Instrument to m easure 
the  factors that limit the superintendent's freedom to effect change. 
Additionally, the  variables of the school district, the superintendent's 
dem ographic data, and the superintendent's relationship with various 
constituencies were examined. O nce the instrument w as altered, it w as 
reviewed by eleven former school superintendents for further 
modification. The new instrument w as then piloted with 15 assistan t 
superintendents to complete the validation process.
Findings include the following. More than 90%  of the respondents 
reported having m oderate to much freedom in effecting school district 
change. The values of the community had the  most influence on the 
freedom to Implement change of any variable, while school boards 
provided the m ost support for change. Superintendents with less than 10 
years of experience reported that they were less free to implement 
change than were their peers with 11 to 20 years of experience. 
Superintendents with m aster's degrees considered site level
ill
administrators to be less limiting to change than did those with m a s te rs  
deg rees  plus. Superintendents from urban, suburban, and  rural settings 
offered no significant difference in their response to the survey.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
When America w as first colonized, no formal educational programs 
existed. Only a  select population w as afforded the opportunity for an 
education. However, a s  priorities changed, the basis for American 
education evolved into the goal of educating the m asses. Schools 
were led by headm asters who later were termed superintendents.
With one culture and one community, the superintendent of the 
past dealt with clear and definitive values. The common school in 
America, the purpose of which w as to provide a  common core of 
knowledge for all Americans, w as organized on the assum ption of a  
relatively hom ogeneous community with a  general agreem ent on values. 
The assum ptions that produced these values did not hold true in urban 
settings because of the diverse ethnic groups represented in the cities; 
however, many of the early common schools persisted in urban areas. In 
due time, however, the em ergence of new structures such a s  high 
schools and vocational schools were developed In order to respond to 
the need to select and sort students according to their desired 
professions or vocations. The nation's schools becam e a  reflection of 
industry and were seen  a s  factories turning out students at the end of the 
assem bly line (Marberger, 1985). This development produced a  helpless 
feeling among leaders who faced resistance from the bureaucracy to 
maintain the  status quo of current programs and efforts, even though it
2w as becoming obvious that major changes were needed in order for 
public schools to m eet the needs of a  changing world. “By the late 1960s 
and  certainly by the mid 1970s, many educational leaders were coming 
to feel paralyzed by the institutions they were trying to lead" (Schlecty, 
1990, p. 6).
W idespread efforts to update the high school curriculum resulted in 
an increased dropout rate when the upgraded curriculum proved too 
difficult for many poorly prepared students. Coupled with increased 
dissldence toward the public schools w as a  reduction of financial 
support, which m ade the teaching profession progressively less 
attractive. Enrollment of students in private schools increased a s  parents 
dem anded tougher standards, which resulted in further declining test 
scores. College and university personnel, a s  well a s  m em bers of the 
business and  industrial community, becam e increasingly more vocal 
about the lack of preparation of public high school graduates (Cohen & 
Solomon, 1989). By the early eighties public education had reached an 
apparent low point of public esteem .
In 1983, the National Commission on Excellence In Education, a  
bipartisan Presidential commission, issued the com prehensive report, A 
Natlon_at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform. This report called 
attention to the rising tide of mediocrity and called for action through 
sweeping reform aim ed at "reasserting high standards, more rigorous 
graduation requirements, and more rigorous testing . . .  and w as b ased  in
part on the assum ption that schools have lost their credibility a s  agen ts 
for selecting and sorting the population" (Schlecty, 1990, p. 7). If schools 
Indeed served the purpose of selecting and sorting, then it w as obvious 
that honesty In labeling w as necessary  (Schlecty, 1990).
A wave of legislation, educational studies, and the formation of 
many school-buslness alliances followed (Sergiovanni & Moore, 1989). 
The d ecad e  following the report has produced widespread Innovative 
Ideas, such a s  “break the mold American schools" (Bush, 1992, p. 129), 
and has brought forth new standards of excellence never before 
em phasized. Amid this synergy for change stands the superintendent, 
who m ust em brace the role of change agent, while at the sam e time 
provide for the on-going needs of the school system .
The superintendent's position is obtained through public election 
or appointment by elected m em bers of the community. It is a  complex 
office, one that encom passes a  wide range of skills. The office Is 
regularly visited or contacted by parents or other constituents who have 
questions or concerns. At the sam e time, the superintendent is 
responsible for managing staff with extremely diverse responsibilities. 
Due to the nature of their duties which require immediate attention, many 
of the staff have public exposure, often dealing with strategic information. 
More often than not, key staffers have been appointed by a  previous 
superintendent and may not hold the sam e philosophy em braced by the
4current superintendent, or may even aspire to hold the position of 
superintendent.
The opportunity for conflict Is ready-made; therefore, it Is a  
challenge for the superintendent to develop and maintain a  loyal, 
com petent, and  dedicated staff (Hersey, 1992). Often superintendents 
m ust deal with staff conflicts and staffing decisions such a s  mediating 
betw een parties within the staff who are in disagreem ent about 
administrative responsibilities. Conflict can arise due to changes In the 
law or when som e more experienced em ployees create  resistance In 
opposition to m andated changes or technological advances. While 
many staffing decisions are difficult, those decisions including dism issal 
of staff are complex and provide many challenges to the superintendent, 
depending upon each unique situation. Today’s superintendents must 
have exemplary m anagem ent skills In order to efficiently and 
comprehensively conduct the business of schooling. "In the past century, 
literally thousands of m anagers, consultants, and m anagem ent 
educators have developed and refined the p rocesses which make up the 
core of modern management" (Kotter, 1990, p. 4). These m anagem ent 
p rocesses involve planning, budgeting, organizing, staffing, controlling, 
and problem solving (Hersey, 1992).
Planning and budgeting involve establishing targets or goals for 
the future and outlining specific steps for the achievem ent of those 
targets, with resources allocated to accomplish all plans. The budget
5developm ent process in itself often brings about conflict between groups 
or individuals who are competing for limited resources. Financial 
decisions may include reduction of personnel, reduction of services, cuts 
to existing programs, increase of the tax rate, and som etim es closure of 
schools. The superintendent is responsible for the fiscal m anagem ent 
required to complete the planning and budgeting p h ases  and must strive 
to maintain staff harmony, and at the sam e time work to establish a  good 
system  of fiscal control. Honesty and integrity, when coupled with sound 
m anagem ent, will reinforce public support for the budgeting process. 
T hese qualities are  a  must If the superintendent is to maintain influence 
with a  voting constituency in order to have needed tax increases 
approved.
It is a  foregone conclusion that superintendents must be good 
m anagers; however, this is not enough. H ansen (1991) has stated that 
today 's leaders must be m anagers and today’s m anagers must be 
leaders. Therefore, today’s superintendent must also possess  
outstanding leadership skills to produce the desired results of today's 
school reform movement. This movement cannot continue to succeed  
until its leaders com e to grips with the purpose of schooling for the 
twenty-first century (Schlecty, 1990). The leadership roles utilized by 
superintendents can assist in effectively implementing changes 
necessary  for the improvements needed in the public schools today 
(Haro, 1990). As leaders, superintendents must have the ability to
influence individuals or groups toward the achievem ent of goals 
(Sergiovanni & Moore, 1989). Transformational leadership is that innate 
ability of leaders to bring about change In an organized, m anaged 
system  that, while It accom plishes the desired results, do es  so in a  way 
that produces a  great degree of consistency and order. Superintendents, 
in the course of the next decade, will be the primary motivators for 
change within their system s through visionary, transformational 
leadership directed toward system ic change (Kotter, 1990). 
Superintendents must m eet public expectations by continuing to provide 
for daily operational concerns, while facing new challenges that will 
determine the very viability of their organizations. Prince Machiavelli 
said it best in 1513 when he stated that,
It must be remembered that there is nothing more difficult to plan, 
more doubtful of success, nor more dangerous to m anage than the 
creation of a  new system. For the initiator has the enmity of all who 
would profit by the preservation of the old institution, and merely 
lukewarm defenders in those who would gain by the new one. 
(Murphy & Schiller, 1993, p. 1)
Statem ent of the_Problem 
The problem of this study is to determine certain factors which are 
perceived to limit the freedom superintendents have to implement 
change effectively.
7Purpose of Ihe Study 
The mention of the office of the superintendent has been noticeably 
absent in the current school reform efforts. Reforms proposed by reports 
such a s  A Nation at Risk (1983), the_Camegle Task Force Report (1986), 
the Holmes Group (1986), and the Governor's Commission (1986) have 
focused exclusively on school site reform. An examination of the 
superintendent In the role of change agent serves to dem onstrate the 
importance of the superintendent's role In educational reform (WIssler & 
Ortiz, 1988). It is the purpose of this study to determine the degree of 
autonomy with which superintendents In Tennessee may effectively 
make decisions regarding educational change.
Research Questions and Hypotheses 
The following research questions and hypotheses were developed 
for this study. The hypotheses were stated in the null format.
Question 1. To what degree do superintendents perceive they have 
the overall freedom to create directed change in school districts?
Question 2. To what degree are each  of the following factors 
perceived to influence the superintendent's freedom to Implement 
change In school districts?
-  politics
-  rules, regulations, policies, laws
-- past performance of school system leaders
-  history of school system
8-- strengths of school district 
-  w eaknesses of school district 
-- opportunities of school district 
-• threats to school district 
-- beliefs of staff 
-- values of community 
-- societal and community characteristics 
-- values of school board 
-- identified needs of school district 
*• perceived results 
»  sudden or unexpected events 
-- student groups 
-- teacher groups 
-- site level administrators 
-- sta te  departm ent of education 
•• Industrial and business community 
-- colleges and universities 
Question 3. To what degree do each  of the following groups 
provide support in the superintendent's efforts to implement change in 
school districts?
-- politicians
-- community power structure 
-- site level administrators
-  teach ers
-  student groups 
-- parent groups
-- board of education 
-- city or county commissions 
-- legislators
-  college or university professors
Question 4. To what extent does the support of various constituent 
groups correlate with the overall freedom to effect change?
Hypothesis 1. There will be no statistically significant relationship 
between the degree of support of various constituent groups and the 
overall freedom to create directed change.
Question 5. What Is the difference in the following characteristics 
and the superintendent’s overall freedom to implement change?
-- ag e  
-• gen d er
-  race
•• total years experience a s  a  superintendent
•• highest educational level attained
-- type of school district (rural, suburban, urban)
Hypothesis 2, Superintendents of varied age will not differ 
significantly in their perceptions of the factors that limit the 
superintendent's capacity to implement change.
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Hypothesis 3. Superintendents of opposite gender will not differ 
significantly in their perceptions of the factors that limit the 
superintendent's capacity to implement change.
Hypothesis 4. Superintendents of varied race will not differ 
significantly in their perceptions of the factors that limit the 
superintendent's capacity to implement change.
Hypothesis 5. Superintendents with varied experience a s  a  
superintendent will not differ significantly in their perceptions of the 
factors that limit the superintendent's capacity to Implement change.
Hypothesis 6. Superintendents of varied educational levels will not 
differ significantly in their perceptions of the factors that limit the 
superintendent's capacity to implement change.
Hypothesis 7. Superintendents of urban, suburban, and rural 
school districts will not differ significantly in their perceptions of the 
factors that limit the superintendent’s capacity to Implement change.
Question 6. Are there differences in the effects of factors on the 
freedom  to implement directed change by;
-- a g e  
** g en d er 
** race
- to ta l  years experience a s  a superintendent
•• highest educational level attained
•• type of school district (rural, suburban, urban)
Hypothesis 8. Superintendents of varied age will not differ 
significantly in their perceptions of the superintendent’s  overall freedom 
to implement change.
Hypothesis 9. Superintendents of opposite gender will not differ 
significantly in their perceptions of the superintendent's overall freedom 
to implement change.
Hypothesis 10. Superintendents of varied race will not differ 
significantly in their perceptions of the superintendent's overall freedom 
to implement change.
Hypothesis 11. Superintendents with varied experience a s  a  
superintendent will not differ significantly in their perceptions of the 
superintendent's overall freedom to implement change.
Hypothesis 12. Superintendents of varied educational levels will 
not differ significantly In their perceptions of the superintendent's overall 
freedom to Implement change.
Hypothesis 13. Superintendents of varied types of school district 
will not differ significantly in their perceptions of the superintendent’s 
overall freedom to Implement change.
Significance of the.Problem
The superintendent is In the best position to influence the total 
system  including its programs, personnel, and finances. Through 
strategic u se  of this vantage point the superintendent can  increase the 
chances for successful change by establishing a  reform-oriented
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atm osphere which Includes building trust, implementing strategic 
planning, and communicating a  vision. "Change can be most effectively 
implemented when those whose energy, commitment, and goodwill are 
needed  to support the change believe in, understand, and support the 
change" (Schlecty, 1990, p. B). The data generated by this study will 
provide superintendents with additional information to know what factors 
could limit the freedom to Implement change effectively.
Assumptions
1. Most decisions relative to effective change require cooperation 
of the superintendent, the board of education, and other human factors in 
the district.
2. Barriers to effective change exist due to relationships betw een 
the superintendent and the board of education.
3. Educational change is an  on-going process.
4. Superintendents are the prime movers In the change process.
Limitations
1. This study w as limited to a  survey of 138 T ennessee  public 
school superintendents.
2. A num ber of superintendents do not visualize limitations or 
freedom to change.
3. Requirem ents provided for through federal and state  law or 
policy provide specific guidelines for autonomy.
Overview of the Study 
C hapter 1 contains an introduction to the study, the statem ent of the 
problem, the purpose of the study, research questions, hypotheses, 
significance of the problem, assum ptions, limitations, definitions, and an 
overview of the study. Chapter 2 contains a  review of related literature. 
Chapter 3 includes the methodology and procedures used  in the study. 
Chapter 4 provides the presentation and analyses of data. C hapter 5 
contains a  summary of findings, conclusions, and recommendations.
Definitions
Board of Education - The ruling body of a  school district consisting of five, 
seven, or more m em bers that prescribes and enforces rules consistent 
with the laws and regulations adopted by the state board of education. 
Superin tendent - The individual elected by public vote or selected  and  
designated by the governing board or county commission of a  public 
school district to serve a s  the chief executive officer.
Director of Schools - The individual appointed by the governing board of 
a  public school district a s  prescribed by the T ennessee Education 
Improvement Act of 1992 to serve a s  the chief executive officer. 
Legislators - Elected officials of the Senate or Assembly who represent 
the geographical a rea  where the school district is located.
School Site Administrators - Employees of the school district who 
supervise other em ployees, K-12 grade levels, and who p o ssess  the 
required certification credentials.
14
R esources - Budgetary - Ths degree to which district monies are 
available to implement needed  changes.
Resources • Staff Time - The degree to which staff m em bers are 
available to participate In needed changes.
University Preparation of Administrators ■ The preparation that practicing 
adm inistrators received while attending college.
15
CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction
This chapter presents a  review of literature pertaining to the 
superintendent a s  an agent of change. Superintendents, in the course of 
the next decade, will be the primary motivators of change within their 
system s through visionary, transformational leadership directed toward 
system ic change.
This review of literature investigates the following areas:
1. The concepts of leadership and change
2. The superintendent a s  a  change agent
3. The autonomy of the T ennessee superintendent In the role of 
change agent
The Concepts of Leadership and Change
"Change is a  constant In our lives, whether at home, In schools, or 
in the market place. To stand still is to fall behind, yet often w e fear the 
unknown so strongly that we avoid it all all costs" (Kimbrough & Burkett, 
1990, p. 151). "Leadership produces change" (Kotter, 1990, p. 35). The 
term leadership refers to a  process that helps direct and mobilize people 
and/or thetr Ideas (Kotter, 1990). Responsible leadership includes 
defining reality. "Setting a  v ision . . .  ensuring a  solid organizational 
infrastructure, dem anding results-oriented evaluation, and advocating for
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children and the public schools in a  community are , , .  laudable a reas  for 
em phasis" (Finch, 1993, p. 12).
The leader must be a  steward in terms of relationships a s  well a s  
a sse ts . Leaders are responsible for identifying, developing, and 
nurturing future leaders. In addition, leaders must be responsible for 
effectiveness and for expressing and defending civility and values. Max 
D ePree (1989) sta ted  that “leaders don’t Inflict pain; they b ear pain"
(p. 9). A leader stands under the dem ands of professional ethics 
(Drucker, 1985). Com petent leaders have discovered how to learn in an 
organizational context (Bennis & Nanus, 1985). Successful leaders are 
able to use the environment of the organization a s  a  learning incentive. 
Donald Michael (1982) called it the "new com petence," which he 
Identifies a s  “acknowledging and sharing uncertainty, embracing error, 
responding to the future, becoming Interpersonally competent, and 
gaining self-knowledge" (p. 234), “Possibly the most important attribute 
of a  good leader Is self aw areness" (Cole & Schlechty, 1993, p. 8).
The concept of leadership has several other connotations. Cowley 
stated  that “a  leader is the one who succeeds in getting others to follow 
him" (Gorton, 1987, p. 71). Leadership is defined a s  those activities 
engaged in by an individual or group which contribute significantly to 
goal direction. A leader, a s  defined by Lipham, “Is concerned with 
initiating changes in established structures, procedures, or goals; he is a  
disrupter of the existing state of affairs" (Gorton, pp. 71-72). While many
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diverse definitions of leadership exist, ft may be prudent to keep in mind 
one very basic Idea: "Leadership m eans having the opportunity to make 
a  meaningful difference in the lives of those who permit leaders to lead" 
(D ePree, 1989, p. 19). Guthrie and Reed (1986) refer to leadership a s  
“that quality which enables an individual within a  given setting to 
motivate and  inspire others to adopt, achieve, and maintain 
organizational and individual goals" (p. 199).
Follett wrote of participative leadership using m anagem ent by 
objectives. This method relied on contingency or situational leadership 
using the expertise of the leader, a  nonpersonal approach, and the 
expertise of the followers (Hoy & Miskel, 1991).
H ersey and Blanchard's situational leadership model and Blake 
and  Mouton's grid are useful in matching leadership style with tasks and  
relationships (Hersey & Blanchard, 1977). Reddin's (1971) three 
dimensional model identified productivity, job satisfaction, and creativity 
a s  aspects  of leadership considerations. According to Cook (1990), 
leadership involves motivation, doing the right thing, being effective, 
using strategic planning, and having a  visionary concept of influence. 
Also, leaders who excel have respect for individuals within the 
organization (Peters & Waterman, 1982). The leader's job is to be 
effective, and  effectiveness can and must be learned (Drucker, 1985), 
Leaders may continue to lead only a s  long as there are followers. W eber 
classifies followers a s  those who believe in the sanctity of tradition, the
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charism a of the leader, and the legal and rational authority based  upon 
suprem acy of law (Hanson, 1991). As superintendents note these  
asp ects  of leadership, they must be able to Interpret their own leadership 
styles and apply them  to each  unique situation. They must exhibit 
relevant leadership skills in order to effect essential changes in the 
educational system . When faced with rapid change, superintendents 
must learn how to foster innovation while at the sam e time providing the 
most constructive ways In which to defend the Integrity of their own 
system  (Bennls, Benne, Chin, & Corey, 1976).
Kirkpatrick (1985) and others agreed that change will occur. Its 
direction Is the only unsure aspect of change. Kirkpatrick presented 
three proven concepts that can be expected regarding change in 
education: change will happen; change will happen rapidly; change will 
affect everyone.
Kimbrough and Burkett (1990) stated that “change can be achieved 
without realizing improvement, but It Is Impossible to have Improvement 
without change" (p. 127). Gradual change can occur, but only If major 
sections of the network are undergoing a  revamping incrementally until 
an  entire new network has been formed. W hen change is initiated 
gradually, one step  at a  time, there is usually failure because the weight 
of the unchanged network is stronger and forces a  return to the original 
stagnant state.
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tt Is easier to make fundamental change at a  time when the former 
structure is collapsing. "Actually it is drastic change which se ts  the stage 
for revolution” (Hoffer, 1967, p. 6). Change that has endured has been 
previously born of chaos, requiring the reformation of entire networks of 
interlocking com ponents. C haos provides the most fertile soil for the 
growth of new structures. Chaos Is a  time of challenge and of 
opportunity, and  education Is presently in a  period of growing chaos 
which has been created by three unrelenting forces: scarcity of funds, 
w idespread dissatisfaction with the quality of education, and public 
dem and for options. As painful a s  the crisis seem s to be, it is an 
opportune time for change (McGarry, 1990). During a  crisis,
change always upsets som eone, especially in public organizations 
w here individuals are  tem pted to view whatever has becom e 
custom ary a s  an entitlement. For every bold and courageous 
effort to reform the existing structure, there will be naysayers, 
schem ers, and chronic dissidents who will u se  every strategy 
Imaginable, moral or Immoral, to fight change. The superintendent 
who do es  not arouse furious opposition from som e individuals is 
very likely not doing his or her job properly. (Murphy & Schiller, 
1992, p. 26}
McGarry (1990) presented probable criteria for viable solutions to a  
crisis that might last, but they must:
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1. be cost-effective;
2. provide success  and nurturing for alt students;
3. address and accom m odate changing family needs;
4. vitalize, professionalize, and com pensate staff to becom e 
com petent problem solvers;
5. involve parents and the community;
6. foster continuous collaboration betw een educators and 
learners; and
7. conduct active and ongoing research and routinely report the  
da ta  to all concerned.
P eter Drucker (1985) defined change a s  "the task  of endowing 
human and material resources with new and g re a te r . . .  producing 
capacity" (p. 67). Murphy and Schiller (1992) d iscussed  leadership and 
change, stating that the superintendent must define clearly the mission of 
the school system , based  on the philosophy that everyone can  and  will 
learn. They went on to say that the superintendent must work closely 
with the school board in developing strategies to achieve that mission in 
order to produce productive and organized change. “Board m em bers 
view the superintendent a s  a  contributor to their own credibility" (Bishop, 
1990, p. 41).
In 1990, Schlechty stated that In order for change to proceed, those 
in leadership positions, those who follow, and those Individuals who are 
called upon to provide support must have a  clear vision of the purpose of
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schools. “Superintendents who do not u se  their office to lead will create 
a  school system  that is incapable of leadership in the community" 
(Schlechty, p. 128). The way leaders envision the purpose of their 
organization will, in the long run, shape the way the organizations are 
viewed and structured (Schlechty). “When a population undergoing 
drastic change is without abundant opportunities for individual action and 
self-advancem ent, it develops a  hunger for faith, pride, and unity" (Hoffer, 
1963, p. 5).
H anson (1991) stated that “change is the process of implementing 
an innovation in an organization" (p. 298). Zaitman and Duncan, in 
S trategies for Planned C hange (19771. listed the following definitions of 
change that have been developed by other researchers:
1. Change is alteration in the structure and function of a  social 
system .
2. C hange is a  new set of social relationships and behavior that 
most likely will lead to rewards.
3. Change is the induction of new patterns of action, belief, and 
attitudes among substantial segm ents of a  population.
4. Change Is the implementation of a  plan that has been 
m ediated by actions of change agents and reactions of the community of 
adopters.
5. Change is structural tensions that result in w idespread patterns 
of deviant norms and behavior.
Planned change is a  conscious and deliberate effort to m anage a  
series of events so that the outcome is redirected by design to som e 
predeterm ined end (Hanson, 1991). While any mention of change may 
bring anxiety and fear to many, it may at the sam e time to som e 
Individuals bring hope and anticipation (Kirkpatrick, 1985). Fullan (1982) 
sta ted  that one of the  main problems in educational change is that 
people do not formulate a  clear and coherent sen se  of the purpose of the 
change and exactly how it will take place.
In order for superintendents to have the freedom necessary  to 
implement change in public education, they must understand the 
audience targeted for change. They must, first and foremost, be 
visionaries, with the ability to focus on the Individual, the school, or the 
entire school system  (Murphy & Schiller, 1992). It is very important to 
consider change at the individual site and system  levels. Haro (1991) 
reported on change at the site a s  being uan alteration in the way an 
individual or group of individuals behave a s  a  result of an alteration in 
their definition of the situat!onH (p. 20). He went on to say that change 
has taken place when the situation Is different or requires different 
behavior. Depending upon the situation, size, culture, and politics of the 
organization at the time of change, the effort for change usually m oves 
more smoothly from an individual to a  larger group, and then finally to the 
entire organization.
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Haro (1991) stated that the school is a  complex social Institution 
with diverse Individuals and groups who are connected to each other by 
formal and Informal relationships. He Identified three levels of the 
school's social system  a s  being the Individual, the group, and the 
organization.
The individual level consists of two aspects, which he term ed to be 
motivation and perception. Motivation refers to the goals that people try 
to reach, and perception refers to how people view their world, their 
values, and  their beliefs. The individual’s response to change depends 
primarily on his or her present and past experiences.
The second level, the group system , refers to the people in schools 
who join together to bring influence on others. In schools, this can be 
observed In departm ental meetings, grade level meetings, and task 
forces.
He went on to describe the third level, or the organization, which Is 
viewed a s  the entire school system  where each person and group must 
achieve independently to successfully perform various functions. The 
major aspects  of school organizations which must be defined are: goals, 
structure, roles, climate, and environment.
T h e  key to change In schools (or in any organization) Is to 
em pow er the staff with a  stake in their own success" (Brown, 1993, p, 39). 
As changes are proposed, the relationships among the superintendent, 
the  principals, and the teachers must be redesigned (Finn & Rebarber,
1992). “Superintendents and their top staff act a s  coordinators and 
enablers rather than directors and controllers" (p. 25). “For example, they 
must be able to develop transformational leaders throughout the 
organization" (Ruby, 1993, p. 1). The new duties of the principal 
encom passes curriculum, instruction, and m anagem ent of people, while 
serving a s  liaison between the school and community (Finn & Rebarber). 
A framework must be developed to provide the opportunity for teachers to 
participate In school system  improvement (Blanksteln, 1993).
More and more a s  teachers' formal powers are augm ented and 
administrators’ authority is abridged, the role of the principal will be 
. . .  to help teachers recognize and value their own expertise, to 
engage teachers In broader responsibilities, and to orchestrate 
their work a s  colleagues rather than a s  subordinates. (Elmore & 
Associates, 1991, p. 143)
Teachers gain more Insight to participate in the formal decision-making 
process and greater opportunity to make school structures less formal 
(Finn & Rebarber, 1992).
A common factor causing pressure for change Is dissatisfaction 
with overall performance levels, which begins with the performance on 
an  individual level and proceeds through the entire organization (Tosi, 
Rizzo, & Carroll, 1986). Educational organizations are not immune to 
stagnation and disruption brought about by conflict between personal 
interests and those of the organization (Cook, 1990).
Internal pressure can also result from change In organizational 
membership. For example, a  change of superintendent or board 
member(s) may produce a  situation in which the executive leadership 
styles are not compatible with certain board leadership styles, "producing 
a  backdrop of disharmony and discord" (Katz, 1993, p. 17). Other groups 
which can put trem endous political pressure on superintendents are 
community leaders, social activists, the press, and assorted 
constituencies (Hersey, 1992).
G oens and Clover (1993) postulated three "dark side" rules that 
must be overcome before any fundamental change can occur. "These 
rules govern behavior and create anxiety and confusion” (p. 34).
Rule 1: Fear is used  to maintain conformity to current practice.
This includes the fear of retribution, loss of job security, or disciplinary 
action--all used a s  tools to move em ployees to react in certain ways.
P eer groups som etim es use intimidation, conformity, social isolation, 
tyranny, and mediocrity to bring fellow em ployees into line.
Rule 2: Informal power structures can supersede formal ones and 
stymie change efforts. While due process safeguards exist for dealing 
with formal sanctions, the dark side power does not contain any such 
constraints. Informal power brokers, fearing a  loss of Influence, work 
behind the scen es, using people’s desire to be included in the "in group," 
and gain their zeal from a  general mistrust individuals hold for the formal 
power structure.
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Rule 3: People want progress, but no one really w ants to change. 
Change Is intangible while the sta tus quo rem ains a  reality.
Educators find comfort in advocating change, but they becom e 
uncomfortable when they are required to apply it. The most accepted 
concept held by educators Is that change must be “modest, slow, and 
built upon current structures. Com prehensive change Is perceived a s  
bad because  it 'upsets the apple cart’” (Goens & Clover, 1993, p. 35).
G oens and Clover believed that the dark side is alive in each  of us 
a s  we face the uncertainties of change. However, each  of us also holds 
the bright side that can direct us In times of trouble. “Leaders must 
understand the dark side and use the 'force* to take on the courageous 
act of school reform” (p. 35) Many factors affect the developm ent of the 
desired change, playing a  specific role in the superintendent's efforts to 
create and Implement change.
Fullan (1982) reported six characteristics that can  influence the 
Implementation of change at the school district level. They are:
1. The school district’s past innovative attem pts, w hether 
successful or not, can effect the next change presented.
2. The method of presenting the intended change can influence 
the outcom e of the innovation. A good plan for change and the 
implementation level of participation are seen  a s  being essential for the 
successful Implementation of the change.
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3. Administrative support Is necessary  in order for district-wide 
change to take place.
4. Quality staff development and key participation are  major 
factors in the effort to successfully influence the implementation of 
change.
5. R easonable time fram es and accurate Information about what 
is proposed are very important if the change is to be successful.
6. Decisions of boards of education and community groups can 
influence the proposed change, particularly If the group d isagrees with 
decisions m ade by the board of education,
The role of the principal has a  major Impact on the implementation 
of change at the individual school level, for it is relatively easy to plan 
change, com pared to its implementation. When implementation begins 
the principal may becom e a  threatening figure a s  dem ands are  m ade to 
honor earlier decisions (Kimbrough & Burkett, 1990). Teacher 
characteristics also play an important rote in the implementation of 
change. Teacher training for change and teacher relationships are very 
important for the success  of change. ult is patently foolish to expect 
individual teachers to be able to learn and be able to apply the ideas of 
current research on teaching by them selves" (Elmore, 1992, p. 46). A 
good program of staff development planned well by the administration is 
required In order for teachers to becom e productive In new roles. The 
ability to share ideas and support each other is also a  key to success .
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Kimbrough and Burkett (1990) suggested  six steps necessary  to 
the promotion of school-level change:
1. Determining the need for change
2. Promoting the idea
3. Exploring the alternative practices
4. Implementing change
5. Evaluation
6. Disseminating (p. 134)
Bennls, et at. (1976) presented three general strategies for 
effecting change. The first strategies that must be considered are called 
empirical-rational strategies. Underlying th ese  strategies are the 
assum ptions that men are rational and that men will follow their rational 
self-interest once It Is revealed to them.
The second group of strategies are called normative-re-educative. 
T hese  strategies are built upon assum ptions that there are aspects  of 
hum an motivation that action and practice of men are supported by 
sociocultural norms and by commitments on the part of Individuals to 
th ese  norms.
The third group of strategies is known as  the power-coercive 
approaches to effecting change, and are based  upon the belief that It is 
the u se  of power which distinguishes this family of strategies.
Finn and  Rebarber (1992) developed a  list of five key a reas  that 
a re  significantly Influenced by school change. T hese are:
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1. Curriculum and instruction
2. Authority and decision-making
3. Roles and responsibilities
4. Accountability and assessm en t
5. integrated children's services beyond education (p. 27) 
Nothing is going to change effectively unless there is a  concerted
effort by ail parties, including the school board, the superintendent, the 
principals, and the teachers to bring about change at all levels of the 
organization (Lockwood, 1993).
The Superintendent a s  a  Change Agent 
The superintendent must play many roles. Today's superintendent 
may be a  transformational leader, a  divergent thinker, a  motivator, an 
a sse sso r  and alterer of risk-taking, an empowerer, a  chief executive 
officer, a  negotiator, a  communicator, a  business manager, a  lobbyist, a  
consulter of specialists, a  collaborator, a  proactive visionary, or a  builder 
of shared governance. One has only to check job descriptions for 
superintendent positions which are open. A typical job description may 
ask  for such attributes a s  enthusiasm , proactive educational leadership 
skills, communication skills, vision, integrity, courage, knowledge, a  
se n se  of humor, decision-making skills, teamwork, ability to foster high 
levels of Involvement, belief in school-community alliance, experience in 
and commitment to the participatory m anagem ent model of leadership, 
and possession of skills required to lead the board, students, staff, and
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community through the challenges associated with change (Sackett & 
Nepo, 1993).
The common them e which runs through all the characteristics of an 
effective superintendent of schools Is a  commitment to change. During 
the 1980s, national attention focused on American education (Buck, 
1991). However, the reform of the 1980s dealt mainly with state-level 
change. "A plethora of state regulations and prescriptions were enacted 
in an effort to improve the quality of education” (Usdan, 1991). Reform 
since then has been located at the school level and has approached 
such Issues a s  teacher empowerment, school-based decision making, 
and  parental choice. In addition, there has been a  growing 
disenchantm ent with centralized school governance which is viewed a s  
thwarting creativity. While teachers, parents, and  building administrators 
are important in reform, the superintendent must be considered the  key 
player (Joseph Murphy, 1991).
In 1983, the Task Force of Education for Economic Growth called 
for effective educational m anagem ent, while the National Commission on 
Excellence in Education w as stressing the necessity of a  distinction 
betw een leadership skills and m anagem ent skills of educational leaders. 
T hese groups pressed  for the development of leadership skills In order to 
reform education (Buck, 1991).
A Texas educator and researcher stated  that the reform movement 
of the 1980s se t in motion the need for more pressing requirements for
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educational leadership. These included the following: long-range 
planning, closer teacher supervision, criterion-referenced testing, and 
more stringent performance evaluations. Various s ta te s  responded to the 
reform movement by putting into place more m easures of accountability 
for educational program s and more accountability for the leaders who 
adm inister those program s (Buck, 1991).
Out of the reform movement has arisen the continued need to 
a s se s s  the definition of leadership and the characteristics of an effective 
leader for educational change. The major em phasis w as that the 
superintendent becam e the key player in the Implementation of reform.
In 1989, Paulu stated, “If you look at progress, It com es down to the 
leadership of the superintendent" (p. 9). In Paulu 's report for the U.S. 
Department of Education and the National Governor's Association, she 
reported how 16 superintendents nation-wide had implemented school 
reform by creating an  atm osphere of reform through the establishm ent of 
a  mission, goals, and  objectives for their district. The superintendent has 
been  described by the Educational Policies Commission of the National 
Education Association (1965) a s  “the person who, more than anyone 
else  in the community, influences the quality of public education" (p. 2).
Many recent studies indicated that improvements in the 
effectiveness of education have led to the present role of the 
superintendent. T hese studies have equated educational leadership to 
that of leadership In major corporations. Two of these  studies are la
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Search of Excellence: Lessons from America's Best Run Com panies 
(Peters & W aterman, 1982) and Leaders: The Strategies for Taking 
C harge (Bennis & Nanus, 1985). Other research in this a rea  has been  
conducted by Hoyle, English, and Steffy in 1985, Sclafani in 1987,
Collier In 1987, Burns In 1978, Bass in 1985, Buck In 1989, and 
Roueche, Baker, and Rose in 1989 (Buck, 1991).
Fullan and Miles (1992) analyzed seven reasons change fails 
and offered seven propositions for successful change. Their seven 
reasons for reform failure are summarized a s  follows:
1. Faulty m aps of change: It is hard to reach a  destination when 
there Is no accurate map of the territory that Is to be traveled.
2. Complex problems: Solutions to problems are not easy. Many 
tim es the solution Is not known at the onset.
3. Symbols over substance: Education reform is both a  political 
and  an educational process, with both negative and positive aspects. 
Although symbols are essential for success, when they becom e 
predominant they produce skepticism.
4. Impatient and superficial solutions: Change takes much 
thought, planning, time, and reevaluation. Many times there is a  
temptation for faddism or a  "quick fix." When this happens, failure is 
almost certain.
5. Misunderstanding resistance: Resistance may be known as  
Intransigence, entrenchm ent, tearfulness, reluctance to change,
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com placency, unwillingness to alter present behavior, or failure to 
acknowledge a  need  for change. However, it is counter-productive to 
label these  attitudes or actions a s  being “resistance." When that 
happens, attention is diverted from the real problems, such a s  lack of 
technical skill or insufficient resources needed for change. Blaming 
failure on resistance serves only a s  an excuse for lack of commitment to 
change.
6. Attrition of pockets of success: Reform falls unless there can  be 
an on-going demonstration that success  has added up to new and 
perm anent structures, procedures, and school cultures that p ress for 
continuous Improvement. Failure to institutionalize an  Innovation 
underlies the disappearance of many reforms.
7. Misuse of knowledge about the change process: Reform must 
be carefully planned, systemic action based  upon knowledge, and the 
knowledge must be linked and the connections maintained.
Fullan and Miles go on to offer seven propositions for success:
1. Change is learning, loaded with uncertainty. Everyone 
involved with change, from the superintendent down, must anticipate 
difficulties. Anxiety and uncertainty are an expected part of successful 
change.
2. Change Is a  journey, not a  blueprint. There are  no blueprints 
for change. W hat is needed Is a  guided journey.
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3. Problem s are  our friends. Problems arise naturally in the 
process of change. They must be anticipated, not feared. Som e are 
easy  enough to be cured with a  "Band-Aid.” Others require major 
surgery. Problems must be em braced, not avoided. Successful schools 
do not have fewer problems. They just come up with better solutions.
The enem ies of good coping are passivity, denial, and adherence to old 
conventional methods. The assertive pursuit of problems in the 
continuous search  for improvement produces the kind of accountability 
that can make a  real and lasting difference.
4. Change Is resource-hungry. Successful change dem ands 
additional resources for training, substitutes, new materials, new space, 
and more time. Time is energy, and extra energy requires money for the 
provision of the extra time that must be required, in addition to more 
adequate  materials and space. More human resources for training is 
also a  must. Seeking training and assistance is not a  sign of w eakness, 
but rather a  sign of strength and perceptiveness.
5. Change requires the power to m anage it. M anagement of 
change works best when it is carried out by a  cross-role group (including 
administrators, teachers, departm ent heads, studenls, and parents). This 
cross-role group must have been given the right to steer. It must have an 
explicit contract, which Is understood by all concerned, a s  to the kinds of 
decisions that can be m ade and the money that can be spent.
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6. Change is systemic. Episodic innovations have left ail 
concerned with growing cynicism that innovation is marginal and 
politically motivated. Short-term and long-range goals must be se t and 
followed in the pursuit of continuous improvement. The whole process of 
system ic reform is complex.
7. All large-scale change is implemented locally. Change 
requires the power to m anage but is implemented by everyday teachers, 
principals, parents, and students. Their role is to help bring to life these  
seven propositions for successful change.
Conflict springs from the simple reality that schooling is a  public 
business where factions com pete for tax dollars. When shifts in the 
economic, political, or social norms occur it reverberates In the schools. 
“When the country has a  cold, the schools sneeze" (Sergiovannl &
Moore, 1989, p. 253).
The superintendent has three major functions: administration, 
supervision, and community relations. A superintendent can delegate 
the first two, but not the last one. “He must know his public in order to be 
able to sen se  its desires and Its needs. Further, he must be able to ‘sell' 
the program of the schools to his local community" (Sergiovanni &
Moore, 1989, p. 257). All three of the roles form the core of being a  
superintendent. Survival a s  a  superintendent depends upon the 
successful performance of each  function; none can be Ignored 
(Sergiovanni & Moore).
Conflict Is em bedded into the post of superintendency. It is also 
connected to how much superintendents lead and how much they 
m anage. A distinction between managing and leading must be 
presented  for clarification, in the present period, managing is being 
increasingly viewed a s  insufficient. It is being considered to be mere 
technical work that is only marginally important. Being able to function 
effectively a s  a  leader is the modern expectation of an effective 
superintendent. Managing and leading are related but separable. When 
the technical skills of maintaining organizational status quo are 
harnessed  to goals that go beyond just managing, it then is defined as  
leadership. This term implies taking initiatives and risks, creating new 
conflicts, transforming existing goals and purposes, and  adding new 
ones. Not all m anagers can effectively lead, but all organizational 
leaders must be able to m anage (Hansen, 1991). An effective 
superintendent must be both a  leader and a  manager. However, 
research proves that most superintendents m anage, essentially 
maintaining the institution as it is. Studies report that the bulk of time in 
the  work of a  superintendent is spent in m eetings with superiors and 
subordinates, with very little time being devoted to instruction 
(Sergiovanni & Moore, 1989).
Sergiovanni and Moore (1989) listed some of the tasks consuming 
most of the time of superintendents a s  including concern over 
attendance, proper behavior, suspensions, and other m atters of
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controlling the young a s  a  definition of a  satisfactory education. They 
referred to these  m atters of preserving the status quo. They summarized 
that compliance and loyalty produce an  orientation toward keeping 
things a s  they are, resulting in the tilt toward managing rather than 
leading toward change. Within the current structures of schooling, It is 
simply easier for administrators to concentrate on routine managerial 
tasks, maintaining stability, than to risk increasing the level of conflict and 
uncertainty that often come from introducing changes. This drive toward 
the managerial offers little incentive to look ahead and respond to 
needed  changes.
I n  a  fast-changing world, education is racing to stay ahead  of 
societal changes and our nation's unquenchable desire for excellence" 
(Miller, 1990, p. AR3). Superintendents must be recognized a s  the 
impetus behind many improvement strategies (Joseph Murphy, 1991). 
Superintendents . . .  because of their unique professional position 
at the nexus between building (level) and state  level educators, are 
well-situated to play a  proactive brokering role In Improving 
communications and providing the coordination and understanding 
that will be such essential elem ents if w idespread educational 
improvement Is to occur. (Usdan, 1991, p. 43)
They must becom e more vocal and proactive if their voices are to be 
heard In the cacophony of reform interests. Superintendents must move 
to the forefront of change, defining change and determining the future of
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education. “By shaping the direction of th ese  reforms, superintendents 
can help ensure they will provide better schooling for all students" 
(Joseph Murphy, 1991, p. 33).
!n the vastly growing literature on effective schools the 
superintendent has becom e the focus for change. How can 
superintendents, historically driven toward the managerial, begin through 
leadership strategies to initiate, adopt, and implement change? In 
attempting to answ er that question, the two types of change must be 
analyzed. They are first-order change and second-order change. That 
Is, to assum e that current organizational goals, objectives, and structures 
are  on target, but differences in policies and practices must be presented 
(Watalawlck, W eakland, & Fisch, 1974). Engineers would refer to first- 
order change a s  being simply quality control. For a  superintendent, this 
is recruiting better teachers and administrators, raising salaries, 
distributing resources equitably, and deleting or adding courses in the 
curriculum, among other such tasks (Watalawick, et a!.).
Second-order changes, however, aim at altering the fundamental 
ways of achieving educational goals or even Introducing new goals and 
purposes. The point is to reframe and restructure organizational 
conditions to conform to redefined needs. Engineers would refer to such 
changes a s  being design problems. Second-order changes, therefore, 
involve visions of what should be, which is different from being trapped in 
the  existing organizational structure. Putting those visions Into practice
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alters fundamental roles, routines, and relationships (Watalawick, et al,, 
1974). In order to accomplish his goal, the superintendent needs to 
establish with the board and community what his role Is to be In relation 
to first- and second-order changes.
There have been superintendents who have served a s  leaders of 
second-order changes In the governance, operation, and  organization of 
schools and classroom s. Indeed, second-order change continues today, 
but It is not a s  w idespread a s  first-order change. The following 
conditions must exist in order for second-order change to occur:
1. A sen se  of crisis in education
2. An enlightened and concerned school board
3. A vision shared by the board and the superintendent
(Watalawick, et al„ 1974).
According to Serglovanni and Moore (1989), no superintendent 
can  lead well or long without a  need for change, without substantial 
authority from the board of education, or without a  detailed plan of what 
changes are  to take place within the school system. Stamina, ambition, 
and  daring are  required in order to implement the vision, which will 
require a  period of a  few years to com e to fruition.
B ecause the necessary  conditions are  seldom in place, and 
because  most boards and superintendents do not have a  plan in place, 
first-order continues to be more common than second-order change.
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Criticism abounds when discussing "top-down" administrative 
program s. However, Huberman and Miles in 1986 found that 
"administrative decisiveness bordering on coercion, but intelligently and 
supportlvely exercised, may be the surest path to significant school 
improvement" (Carlene Murphy, 1991»p. 64). In the sam e study 
Huberman and Miles stressed  that m anagers are not the educators who 
execute innovations. Teachers execute, and if they decide not to execute 
innovations the superintendents and other m anagers will find them selves 
institutionalizing placebos. The key to solving this problem seem s to be 
in m anagem ent, making options available to staffs who will address 
implementation based  upon their needs. Murphy stated  that commitment 
to implementation com es through "assistance-rich enforcem ent and 
tough-minded help" (p. 6 4 ).
Throughout the literature is the fact that creating commitment and 
maintaining commitment are two different things. In order for commitment 
to be long-range, the superintendent has to play an active and integral 
role from the onset, staying involved in all aspects of the program. This 
includes the discovery of problems, the generation of solutions, being a  
m em ber of study groups, and regularly handing out praise when it is 
deserved  (Carlene Murphy, 1991). "The superintendent's role should 
be not so much to make decisions a s  to cause  decisions to be made" 
(Brandt, 1993, p. 8).
In 1990, Schlechty stressed  empowerment at all levels of the 
organization. He maintained that whoever Is assigned the development 
responsibilities must also be empowered. This must also include rapid 
communication with all levels of authority within the hierarchy. C hanges 
in the workplace should actually blur the lines of authority, with dom ains 
becoming less defined a s  greater deg rees of collaboration are reached. 
Joyce, also in 1990, concurred by stating that restructuring must involve a  
transformation of the roles of all personnel and a  reorientation of the 
norms of the workplace (Carlene Murphy, 1991). The workplace must 
becom e the district and the school working hand In hand. Teachers and 
all who are in charge of educating students must believe that by working 
together in collaboration they can make changes in students' ability to 
learn.
There are those who contend that the effective superintendent will 
m anage from the top down and from the bottom up, being both tough and 
gentle, while leading and following. This is the stand taken by Jerom e T. 
Murphy, a s  reported in Phi Delta Kappan In March of 1991. He argued 
that there Is a  great need to improve the working conditions of 
superintendents and for clarifying the governance arrangem ents 
between them and school boards. Of greatest importance, he 
maintained, is the need to reexamine the level of trust that is placed in 
the superintendent. He stated that much rethinking should go into the 
image of a  superintendent of schools being one of bold leadership and
the right to exercise it. Limited control of the situation places the 
superintendent In a  no-win situation, making the job almost impossible. 
W orkshops for school board m em bers should be required in order for 
that group to be able to examine the balance betw een their 
responsibilities a s  a  part of a  collective body, learning the need to 
balance power betw een the school board and the superintendent. 
Although we should not return to the "imperial" superlntendency of the 
1950s, the question must be resolved a s  to w hether or not the 
superintendent should be given more autonomy. There must be a  close 
examination of the limit of trust and the nature of leadership which is to 
be given to the superintendent if effective and lasting change Is to take 
place.
Superintendents have traditionally been the chief adm inistrators of 
the local education agencies which they serve. They are considered to 
be the  vital link and the key link In the communication and 
implementation of policy within their system s. Hersey, Blanchard, and 
Natem eyer placed superintendents at the top of seven power bases  that 
influence decision-making and change (Marberger, 1985). Although 
superintendents hold this distinction, reform movements have not dealt 
directly with them (Joseph Murphy, 1991). Reform movements of the last 
decade  have brought about innovations in the a reas  of student and 
teach er accountability, but few reforms have dealt with the 
superintendency (Usdan, 1991).
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The Autonomy of the T ennessee  Superintendent 
in the Role of Change Agent 
Volume 9 ,1 9 9 2  Supplement of the T ennessee Code Annotated 
lists the  following updated requirement for the position of superintendent: 
49-2-301. School superintendent (See Compiler's Notes).--(a) (1) 
The superintendent shall be a person of literary attainment and 
experience in the art of teaching and school administration, and 
m ust p o ssess  a  license of qualification issued by the sta te  board of 
education prior to the superintendent’s employment; provided, that 
no such license shall be revoked without a  hearing to the holder a s  
herein provided.
(2) The state  board of education shall establish minimum 
requirem ents for a  a  license of qualification for a  superintendent, 
which shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
(A) The applicant shall hold a  teacher’s  professional license 
with endorsem ent a s  principal and/or supervisor of instruction;
(B) The applicant shall hold a  m aster’s  degree with a  major 
in educational administration to include study a reas such as:
(i) School organization and administration;
(ii) Supervision, curriculum developm ent and evaluation;
(Hi) School finance, housing and transportation;
(iv> School and community relationships; and
(v) Technique of problem solving by group process; and
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(C) The applicant shall have had five (5) years* experience 
to include both teaching and/or administrative experience, (pp. 
33-35)
Further, this document designates that the term “director of schools" 
heretofore is the proper term for the position, and enum erates the many 
duties of the director, ranging from acting for the board in seeing that the 
laws relating to the schools and the rules of the state and local board of 
education are faithfully executed, to performing such other duties a s  may 
be prescribed by law.
Many sta tes have enacted legislation within the past decade in an 
effort to reform the educational structure of the schools and to bring about 
change that will Improve the quality of education. Most notably, such 
legislation has been p assed  in Texas, Florida, California, W ashington, 
Michigan, South Carolina, and Kentucky (Ornsteln, 1992). T ennessee is 
no exception to this phenom ena, where on March 11,1992, Governor 
Ned Ray McWherter signed into law the Education Improvement Act, 
better known as  the Twenty-First Century Schools Program, which 
outlines the restructuring of T ennessee schools. The new law reflects the 
efforts of many individuals and groups in their attempt to provide a  new 
direction for T ennessee schools in the years ahead. It contains 90 
sections and has had an immediate impact on the structure of school 
operations and the role of superintendents.
Under this law, each school system Is required to participate in a  
"clearly defined m anagem ent structure (established) to run our schools 
like a  business" (The ABCs of 21st Century Schools,1991, p. 1). The law 
enum erates seven basic accountability standards for school 
managem ent. The most notable of these  is the fact that school 
superintendents will not be elected after the year 1996, but rather will be 
appointed by elected school boards, who are required to participate in 
training programs. The superintendent will be em powered "with full 
authority to run the schools" (The ABCs of 21st Century Schools, p. 1). 
The title of superintendent is changed by the law to that of “director of 
schools" who may be appointed by school boards for term s of up to four 
years (Education Improvement Act, 1992).
Other positions of the law that affect the autonomy of the 
superintendent (director) are presented in a  section-by-section summary 
a s  follows;
Section 3: Repeals the T ennessee Foundation Program funding 
and in its place creates the Tennessee Basic Education Program 
(BEP) through which school funds are to be generated. Provides 
that seventy-five (75) percent of funds generated by the BEP 
formula In classroom and fifty (50) percent in nonclassroom 
com ponents. (Education Improvement Act, 1992)
Analysis of effect on the superintendent's autonomy to act a s  a  
change agent: The superintendent and school board have autonomy to
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spend a n /  amount above the percentage dem anded by the Better 
Education Program for instruction, but they must m eet the minimum 
requirement specified within the law. in actuality, the formula presented 
by the sta te  provides a  sliding scale for school system s based upon the 
system s' ability to pay, and the percentages may vary from one system  to 
another.
Section 4: Authorizes the commissioner, with state board approval, 
to place school system s on probation and to remove the local 
board and  superintendent. {Education Improvement Act, 1992) 
Analysis of effect on the superintendent's autonomy to act a s  a  
change agent: This applies to both student performance indicators 
established by the sta te  board for school system s and for value-added 
assessm en t (Sanders Model) utilizing T ennessee Com prehensive 
A ssessm ent Program (TCAP) scaled scores. This leaves little flexibility In 
the bottom line but allows much autonomy for the superintendent to 
implement programs to improve the achievement levels of students, 
individual schools, and the school system as  a  whole.
Section 1: Makes It the duty of the local board of education, upon 
recommendation by the director of schools (superintendent), to 
employ and fix salaries of tenured teachers. (Education 
Improvement Act, 1992)
Analysis of effect on the superintendent's autonomy to act a s  a  
change agent: The superintendent maintains the autonomy of
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recommending tenured teachers to the board for reemployment.
Section 8: Specifies the terms of employment of the director of 
schools (superintendent), including a  written contract of up to four 
(4) years. (Education Improvement Act, 1992)
Analysis of effect on the superintendent's autonomy to act a s  a  
change agent: The superintendent, in all ca ses , becom es an employee 
of the board of education. In order to maintain a  progressive school 
system  attuned to the needs of all students, the superintendent must plan 
and implement an effective program, in order to do so, “superintendents 
have to be the educational leaders, not only for their school system , but 
for the entire community" (Murphy & Schiller, 1992, p. 22).
Section 13: Makes It the duty of the director of schools 
(superintendent) to employ, transfer, suspend, non-renew, and 
dismiss all school personnel. Requires that superintendent's action 
be consistent with all local board policies, rules, contracts, and 
regulations. (Education improvement Act, 1992)
Analysts of effect on the superintendent's autonomy to act a s  a  
change agent: This section provides the superintendent with much more 
authority and autonomy to act on personnel Items. This wilt provide the 
opportunity to establish executive leadership In conjunction with school 
board expectations. "Boards of education have every right to expect from 
their superintendents leadership that is at least equal to that provided by 
chief executive officers in industry" (Murphy & Schiller, 1992, p. 23).
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Section 15: Recognizes that personnel may be transferred by the 
director of schools (superintendent) without board concurrence. 
(Education Improvement Act, 1992)
Analysis of effect on the superintendent's autonomy to act a s  a  
change agent: This section provides the superintendent with the 
autonomy to place personnel in positions that will enhance the delivery 
of educational programs a s  necessary  to m eet the needs of all students. 
This greatly enhances the ability of the superintendent to act a s  an 
effective agent of change.
Section 17: Directs the director of schools (superintendent) to 
employ all principals under limited written perform ance-based 
contracts with specified duties, standards, and required
evaluations (Education Improvement Act, 1992)
Analysis of effect on the superintendent's autonomy to act a s  a  
change agent: This clearly enhances the autonomy of the T en n essee  
superintendent a s  a  change agent since the individuals who serve a s  
principals are hand-picked by the superintendent from those who are 
well-qualified and share  similar philosophy and objectives to those of the 
superintendent.
Section 42: Permits ungraded program s In grades kindergarten (K) 
through three (3). (Education Improvement Act, 1992)
Analysis of effect on the superintendent's autonomy to act a s  a  
change agent: This section permits the superintendent to serve as
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change agent while working with principals and teachers to establish 
flexible educational program s better designed to m eet the needs of 
students. "Superintendents have to be able to a s se s s  the educational 
condition of the system  (and) guide the s taff . . .  in determining 
instructional goals based  on the system 's mission" (Murphy & Schiller, 
1992, p. 25).
Townsend (1993) contended that it w as quite obvious that 
T ennessee superintendents are moving Into an era when they will 
p o ssess  more autonomy than ever before. This will enable them to make 
many decisions to correct or improve problems immediately without 
obtaining anyone’s  approval. The only caution here is that "the 
superintendent's major task  is to build a  team  to improve student 
learning" (Townsend, p. 25). This can be achieved only through the 
developm ent of a  trust relationship. Townsend outlined several 
suggestions which she considered to be critical for the superintendent In 
working with the school board:
be positive, listen carefully, know the ground rules, talk directly with 
each  board member, search out the truth (when dealing with 
rumor), offer your best advice, encourage open communication, 
keep information flowing to all board m em bers, prevent emotional 
actions, share equitably, prepare to be scrutinized, and avoid 
taking sides (be objective), (pp. 25-26)
T ennessee superintendents have a  golden opportunity in the years
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ah ead  to plan, implement, and evaluate change from a  perspective never 
before held.
Sum m ary
The review of literature has shown that superintendents have the 
capacity to Initiate change. While the degree of autonomy varies, the 
superintendent may implement visionary reform If he or she is able to 
recognize the barriers and oulside influences which have an effect on 
change. Additionally, and perhaps most Importantly, the superintendent 
must recognize his or her own capacity to bring about such change.
At the sam e time, the research has shown that the role of the 
superintendency itself Is undergoing change and the changes presently 
underway are placing even greater dem ands on the individual a s  an 
agent of change. Many new concepts are on the horizon; the 
superintendent who deals with these  changes must have a  wide variety 
of skills In the a reas of communication and leadership. It Is Important to 
note that the change process Is an  attempt to create a  better system ; one 
where "whenever a  decision gets m ade, whether it's at the federal, state, 
or local level, the question Is always asked: how is this going to 
influence the way kids learn and are taught?" (O'Neil, 1993, p. 13). "If 
changes do not occur In teaching and learning, all other changes have 
little value" (Anderson, 1993, p. 16). Superintendents, therefore, must 
position them selves so a s  to produce effective change "grounded In a  
knowledge b ase  derived from research" (Wang, Haertel, & Walberg,
1993, p. 74) and presented via a  leadership style that produces tangible, 
m easurable, positive results. Superintendents com e and go; change is 
here to stay.
CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN,
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
introduction
The purpose of this study w as to a s se s s  the factors that were 
perceived to limit the freedom Tennessee school superintendents have to 
effect change. A questionnaire developed by Dr, John T, Haro for a  
similar study in California w as used  as a  basis for the developm ent of an 
instrument to m easure the factors that limit the amount of freedom 
needed to effect change. Additionally, the variables of the school 
district's type, the superintendent's dem ographic data, and the 
superintendent's relationship with various constituencies were exam ined 
for their effect on the freedom superintendents have regarding change.
Research Methodology and Design 
The research methodology w as a  survey questionnaire.
Survey research is a  distinctive research methodology that owes 
much of its recent development to the field of sociology. The survey 
has a  long historical tradition. As far back a s  the time of the ancient 
Egyptians, population counts and surveys of crop production were 
conducted for various purposes, including taxation. (Borg & Gall, 
1989, p. 416)
Local school districts use surveys to evaluate many aspects of the 
school system  such a s  buildings, maintenance, administrative
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procedures, financial support and procedures, teaching staff, learning 
objectives, curriculum, and teaching methods. The survey questionnaire 
has the advantage of allowing a  large amount of information to be 
collected in a  short period of time. Such surveys are  usually carried out 
by specialists from local universities and other school system s. Another 
type of survey, the school census, is conducted to predict the educational 
needs schools will be called upon to m eet in future years. Local surveys 
are also used  for internal evaluation and improvement (Borg & Gall, 
1989).
G eneral field techniques have been Identified for analyzing public 
opinion and other similar types of information on an Individual level. This 
study used  the mailed questionnaire technique to collect the necessary  
data. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS/PC+) w as 
used  a s  the vehicle for the statistical analyses of the data.
PppulatiPQ
There are  139 school districts In Tennessee. Each district has a  
superintendent who Is either elected or appointed. There are  138 
superintendents, since one superintendent serves two school districts. 
The total population of school superintendents w as used for this study. 
The T ennessee Organization of School Superintendents (TOSS) 
provided the nam es and addresses of each public school superintendent 
for the purpose of this study.
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The Instrumgnt
The da ta  gathering instrument w as a  greatly modified version of an 
instrument used  in a  similar California study. The Instrument w as 
modified to reflect the organization of schools in T ennessee, with 
changes of language in som e instances to reflect terminology used in 
Tennessee. O nce altered, the instrument w as reviewed by 11 former 
school superintendents and modified according to their advice on the 
factors that are most important to superintendents in effecting change.
T hese former superintendents evaluated the instrument for 
appropriate content and format design. Upon consolidation of changes 
recom m ended by this group, the instrument w as considered to be valid 
for u se  in the study. The instrument w as then piloted to eliminate 
am biguous or biased them es and to further simplify the format for easy  
analysis. Fifteen assistan t superintendents were selected to pilot the 
instrument. Comments and suggestions were made which served to 
improve the instrument, and the instrument w as modified a s  necessary  to 
incorporate the suggested  revisions.
Data Collection
The survey instrument w as used to collect data  for the study. The 
questionnaires w ere hand-delivered to 11B superintendents and mailed 
to the other 20 Individuals who were unavailable when the surveys were 
initially dissem inated. Each one included a  cover letter, Instructions, and 
a  stam ped, self-addressed envelope and w as marked for Identification
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purposes; however, the respondents were assured  of confidentiality. 
Individual contact w as m ade to each of the original 118 In seeking their 
responses. Only one mail-out w as sent to the remaining 20 Individuals. 
The overall response w as overwhelming, with a  96% rate of return of the 
survey instruments.
Data Analysis
The data analysis w as reported in relation to the questions and 
hypotheses. A preset Alpha of .05 was used to test each  hypothesis.
QUESTION 1. To what degree do superintendents perceive they 
have the overall freedom to create directed change in school districts?
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 1. The question w as answ ered by 
tabulating the  responses to the survey entitled Directing Effective 
Chanoe: The Autonomy of the T ennessee  Superintendent. A 
hierarchical ranking of the mean w as achieved using frequency 
distribution tables.
QUESTION 2. To what degree are each of the following factors 
perceived to influence the superintendent's freedom to implement 
change in school districts?
-  politics
-  rules, regulations, policies, laws
-- past performance of school system  leaders 
-- history of school system 
-- strengths of school district
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•• w eaknesses of school district
-- opportunities of school district
-• threats to school district
•• beliefs of staff
-- values of community
-- societal and community characteristics
-- values of school board
-- identified needs of school district
-- perceived results
--su d d en  or unexpected events
-- student groups
-- teacher groups
-  site level administrators
-- sta te  departm ent of education
-• industrial and  business community
•• colleges and universities 
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 2. The question was answ ered by
tabulating the responses of the survey entitled Directing Effective
Change: The Autonomy of the T ennessee Superintendent. A
hierarchical ranking of the m ean w as achieved using frequency
distribution tables.
QUESTION 3. To what degree do each of the following groups
provide support in the superintendent's efforts to implement change in
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school districts?
-  politicians
-- community power structure
-  site level administrators 
-- teachers
-- student groups 
-- parent groups 
-- board of education 
-- city or county commissions 
•• legislators
-  college or university professors
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 3. The question w as answ ered by 
tabulating the responses of the survey entitled Directing Effective 
Chanoe: The Autonomy of the Tennessee  Superintendent. A 
hierarchical ranking of the m ean w as achieved using frequency 
distribution tables.
QUESTION 4. To what extent does the support of various 
constituent groups correlate with the overall freedom to effect change?
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 4. The question w as answ ered by 
tabulating the responses to the survey entitled, Directing Effective 
Change: The Autonomy of the T ennessee  Superintendent. The 
response Is addressed  in Hypothesis 1.
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HYPOTHESIS 1. There will be no statistically significant 
relationship between the degree of support of various constituent groups 
and  the overall freedom to create directed change.
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 5. The hypothesis w as tested by 
examining the responses of the respondents to the survey entitled 
Directing Effective Change: The Autonomy of the T ennessee  
S uperin tendent. A C rosstabs w as used to calculate the Spearm an-Rho 
correlation coefficients to determine if significant differences existed 
betw een the responses.
QUESTION 5. What is the difference in the following characteristics 
and  the superintendent’s overall freedom to Implement change?
— a g e  
--g e n d e r  
-- race
--total years experience a s  a  superintendent
-  highest educational level attained
-- type of school district (rural, suburban, urban)
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 6. The question w as answ ered by 
tabulating the responses to the survey entitled, Directing Effective 
Change: The Autonomy of the T ennessee Superintendent. The 
response Is addressed  in Hypotheses 2-7.
HYPOTHESIS 2. Superintendents of varied age will not differ 
significantly in their perceptions of the factors that limit the
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superintendent’s  capacity to Implement change.
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 7. The Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used  to 
analyze the data. W hen a  significant difference w as found at the .05 
level, a  Mann-Whitney U Test w as used to determine between which 
groups the difference occurred.
HYPOTHESIS 3. Superintendents of opposite gender will not differ 
significantly in their perceptions of the factors that limit the 
superintendent's capacity to implement change.
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 8. The Mann-Whitney U Test w as used  
to determ ine If there w as a  significant difference between the two groups.
HYPOTHESIS 4. Superintendents of varied race will not differ 
significantly in their perceptions of the factors that limit the 
superintendent’s  capacity to Implement change.
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 9. The Mann-Whitney U Test w as used 
to determ ine if there w as a  significant difference betw een the two groups.
HYPOTHESIS 5. Superintendents with varied experience a s  a  
superintendent will not differ significantly in their perceptions of the 
factors that limit the superintendent's capacity to Implement change.
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 10. The Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used 
to analyze the data. When a  significant difference w as found at the .05 
level, a  Mann-Whitney U Test w as used to determine between which 
groups the difference occurred.
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HYPOTHESIS 6. Superintendents of varied educational levels will 
not differ significantly in their perceptions of the factors that limit the 
superintendent’s  capacity to implement change.
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 11. The Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used  
to analyze the data. When a  significant difference w as found at the .05 
level, a  Mann-Whitney U Test w as used to determ ine betw een which 
groups the difference occurred.
HYPOTHESIS 7. Superintendents of urban, suburban, and rural 
school districts will not differ significantly in their perceptions of the 
factors that limit the superintendent’s  capacity to implement change.
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 12. The Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used  
to analyze the data.
QUESTION 6. Are there differences In the effects of factors on the 
freedom  to implement directed change by:
■* ag e  
--g e n d e r  
-  race
» total years experience a s  a  superintendent 
-- highest educational level attained 
- ty p e  of school district (rural, suburban, urban)
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 13. The question w as answ ered by 
tabulating the responses to the survey entitled, Directing Effective
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Change: The Autonomy of the T ennessee  Superintendent. The 
response is add ressed  in Hypotheses 8-13.
HYPOTHESIS 8. Superintendents of varied age will not differ 
significantly in their perceptions of the superintendent's overall freedom 
to Implement change.
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 14. The Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used 
to analyze the data. When a  significant difference w as found at the .05 
level, a  Mann-Whitney U Test w as used to determine betw een which 
groups the difference occurred.
HYPOTHESIS 9. Superintendents of o'pposite gender will not differ 
significantly in their perceptions of the superintendent's overall freedom 
to implement change.
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 15. The Mann-Whitney U Test w as 
used  to analyze the da ta  using the preset Alpha level of .05.
HYPOTHESIS 10. Superintendents of varied race will not differ 
significantly In their perceptions of the superintendent's overall freedom 
to Implement change.
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 16. The Mann-Whitney U Test was 
used  to analyze the da ta  using the preset Alpha level of .05.
HYPOTHESIS 11. Superintendents with varied experience a s  a  
superintendent will not differ significantly In their perceptions of the 
superintendent's overall freedom to implement change.
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DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 17. The Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used 
to analyze the data. When a  significant difference w as found at the .05 
level, a  Mann-Whitney U Test w as used  to determine betw een which 
groups the difference occurred.
HYPOTHESIS 12. Superintendents of varied educational levels 
will not differ significantly in their perceptions of the superintendent’s 
overall freedom to Implement change.
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 18. The Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used 
to analyze the data. When a  significant difference w as found at the .05 
level, a  Mann-Whitney U Test w as used  to determ ine between which 
groups the difference occurred.
HYPOTHESIS 13. Superintendents of varied types of school 
district will not differ significantly in their perceptions of the 
superintendent’s  overall freedom to implement change.
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 19. The Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used 
to analyze the data. W hen a  significant difference w as found at the .05 
level, a  Mann-Whitney U Test w as used to determine between which 
groups the difference occurred.
Summary
The research methodology and procedures were presented in this 
chapter. The instrument chosen for the study w as a  survey type 
questionnaire.
The population for the study consisted of all school 
superintendents In Tennessee. The data  were analyzed using 
descriptive and inferential statistical analyses. Data collected and 
analyzed are  presented  in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
Introduction
The research questions and hypotheses presented in C hapter 1 
a re  add ressed  in Chapter 4, which includes the results and findings 
obtained from the data  gathered in this study, The purpose of this study 
w as to determine the degree of autonomy with which superintendents in 
T ennessee may effectively make decisions regarding educational 
change.
All 138 T ennessee superintendents were surveyed, with 118 
surveys being hand delivered and 20 being sent by mail. A total of 132 
completed survey instruments were returned, representing a  96% return.
Demographic Data
Demographic data were collected from the respondents’ profile 
information that w as requested on the researcher's  survey instrument 
entitled, Directing Effective Change: The Autonomy of the T en n essee  
Superin tendent. Demographic data were reported by the respondents 
for the following categories: birth year, gender, race, years of experience 
a s  a  superintendent, and highest educational level attained. In addition, 
the variable of thB school district's type (urban, suburban, rural) w as 
requested. Of the total respondents, 91% were male and 9% were 
female. Of the 14 female superintendents in the state, 86%
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Frequency of. responses bv respondent gender, birth veaL race, 
experience, educational level, and type of system
JL _L 3L.
Total years of 
experience a s  a  
superintendent
Birth year 0 - 1 0  years 95 72
1954 - present 4 3 1 1 - 2 0  years 31 24
1 9 4 4 - 1953 56 42 2 1 - 3 0  years 5 4
Before 1943 31 _55 31 or more years -J. —1
Total 132 100 Total
Highest educational 
level attained
M aster's degree
132
19
101*
14
G ender M aster's degree + 59 45
Male 120 91 Specialist's degree 19 14
Fem ale 31 _a Doctoral degree .35
Total 132 100 Total 132 to to *
Race**
Type of system  setting 
Rural 99 75
C aucasian 129 98 Suburban 22 17
Other _ 2 Urban J l
Total 132 100 Total 132 100
‘Percentage may total more than or less than 100 when rounded. “ Due 
to the limited num ber of non-Caucasian respondents, any da ta  related to 
this dem ographic are considered to be invalid.
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responded to the survey, while 97% of the 124 mate superintendents 
responded.
The majority of the respondents were born prior to 1943, and 98% 
of the  respondents were Caucasian. Seventy-two percent of the 
respondents had 0 to 10 years of experience, 24% had 11 to 20 years of 
experience, and only 5% had 21 or more years of experience. The 
educational level varied, with 14% holding a  m aster's degree, 45% 
holding a  m aster's degree plus, 14% holding the specialist's degree, and 
27% holding a  doctorate.
Descriptive Data
R esearch Question 1 asked to what degree did superintendents 
perceive they had the overall freedom to create directed change In 
school districts. The majority of the 132 superintendents who responded 
Indicated that they perceived them selves to have much freedom In their 
ability to create directed change in school system s. Frequency d a ta  
compiled in Table 1 indicate precise respondent data.
Research Question 2 asked  to what degree were each  of the 
following factors perceived to influence the superintendent's freedom to 
implement change In school districts: politics; rules, regulations, policies, 
and laws; past performance of school system  leaders; history of school 
system ; strengths of school district; w eaknesses of school district; 
opportunities of school district; threats to school district; beliefs of staff; 
values of community; societal and community characteristics; values of
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Table 1
Freedom to Create Directed Change
f .  %
Little freedom 3 2.3
M oderate freedom 51 38.6
Much freedom 69 52.3
Total freedom 9 6.8
Mean 3.636, which is m oderate to much freedom.
school board; identified needs of school district; perceived results; 
sudden or unexpected events; student groups; teacher groups; site level 
administrators; state departm ent of education; Industrial and business 
community; colleges and universities. A hierarchical listing of the m eans 
of the  variables which were perceived to influence the superintendent's 
freedom to implement changes in the school district indicates that the 
values of the community have the greatest influence and colleges and 
universities have the least influence. Table 2 specifies those which are 
most influential. Factors showing a  mean above 3.0 are considered to be 
influential.
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Table 2
Groups and Factors That Influence Freedom to Implement Change
Group/Factor M ean
Values of community 3.689
Values of school board 3.636
Identified needs of school district 3.598
Site level administrators 3.568
Beliefs of staff 3.542
Perceived results 3.508
Rules, regulations, policies, laws 3.508
Strengths of school district 3.508
Societal and community characteristics 3.485
Opportunities of school district 3.469
Teacher groups 3.252
State departm ent of education 3.183
W eaknesses of school district 3.169
Politics 3.045
Industrial and business community 3.015
History of school system 2.970
Sudden or unexpected events 2.947
Threats to school district 2.719
P ast performance of school system leaders 2.718
Student groups 2.592
Colleges and universities 2.443
Note: Groups/factors showing a m ean above 3.0 are considered to be 
influential.
R esearch Question 3 asked to what degree did each of the 
following groups provide support in the superintendent's efforts to 
implement change in school districts: politicians, community power 
structure, site level administrators, teachers, student groups, parent 
groups, board of education, city or county commissions, legislators, and 
college and university professors. A hierarchical ranking of the m eans 
concerning support groups indicates that the board of education provides 
the  m ost support and college and university professors provide the least 
support. M eans above 3.0 are considered to be significant factors. Table 
3  specifies this ranking.
R esearch Question 4 asked to what extent did the support of 
various constituent groups correlate with the overall freedom to effect 
change. Hypothesis 1 stated that there would be no statistically 
significant relationship between the degree of support of various 
constituent groups and the overall freedom to create directed change. To 
respond to the question and for hypothesis testing, 10 groups were 
considered. The groups were politicians, community power structures, 
site level administrators, teachers, student groups, parent groups, boards 
of education, city or county commissions, legislators, and college and 
university professors. A Spearm an-Rho Test w as used to determine if a  
significant relationship existed between the groups. There were five 
instances where significant relationships occurred: site level
Table 3
Constituent Groups That Provide Support
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Group M ean
Board of education 3.826
Site level administrators 3.780
T eachers 3.447
Community power structure 3.305
Parent groups 3.265
City or county commissions 3.031
Student groups 2.853
Politicians 2.818
Legislators 2.792
College and university professors 2.338
Note: Groups showing a  m ean above 3.0 are considered to be 
influential.
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administrators, teachers, parent groups, boards of education, and city or 
county commissions. The null hypothesis was rejected. Results are 
p resented  In Table 4.
R esearch Question 5 asked what w as the difference betw een the 
following characteristics and the superintendent's overall freedom to 
implement change: age , gender, race, total years experience a s  a  
superintendent, highest educational level attained, and type of school 
district (rural, suburban, urban). Hypothesis 2 stated that 
superintendents of varied age would not differ significantly In their 
perceptions of the factors that limit the superintendent’s capacity to 
implement change. To answ er Question 5 and to test Hypothesis 2, a  
combination of 21 support groups and factors w ere considered. The 
support groups were student groups, teacher groups, and site level 
administrators. The factors were: politics; rules, regulations, policies, 
and laws; past performance of school system leaders; history of school 
system ; strengths of school district; w eaknesses of school district; 
opportunities of school district; threats to school district; beliefs of staff; 
values of community; societal and community characteristics; values of 
school board; Identified needs of school district; perceived results; 
sudden or unexpected events; sta te  departm ent of education; industrial 
and  business community; colleges and universities.
A Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used  to determine If a  significant 
difference existed between the age groups of the superintendents and
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Table 4
Results for Hypothesis 1: Summary of Crosstabs fSpearm an-Rhol for 
Opinions of Superintendents Concerning Relationships Between Ihe 
D egree of Support of Various Constituent Groups and the Freedom to 
C reate Directed Change
Group Spearm an-R ho p-value
Politicians .105 .232
Community power structure .094 .283
Site level administrators .361 .000*
T eachers .262 .002*
Student groups .116 .190
Parent groups .193 .027*
Board of education .386 .000*
City or county commissions .180 .042*
Legislators .080 .367
College and university professors .051 .566
‘ Indicates a  significant relationship exists at Alpha < .05.
each of th ese  variables. The respondents were divided Into three 
groups, a s  Indicated In Table 5, with Group 1 being superintendents 
younger than 40; Group 2, superintendents 41 to 50 years of age; and 
Group 3, superintendents age  51 and older. Only 1 of the 21 variables-- 
the  site level adm inistrators-proved to have a  significant difference in 
regard to the age  of the superintendent. A significant difference in the 
factors that limit the superintendent's capacity to implement change w as 
found to exist between Group 1 and Group 2 and between Group 2 and  
Group 3. A post hoc test (Mann-Whitney U) w as used to determine this 
difference. As shown in Table 5, the nutt hypothesis was rejected.
Hypothesis 3 stated that superintendents of opposite gender would 
not differ significantly In their perceptions of the factors that limit the 
superintendent's capacity to implement change. A Mann-Whitney U Test 
w as utilized for hypothesis testing. It w as found that a  significant 
difference existed with sudden or unexpected events and the gender of 
the respondents. The null hypothesis w as rejected. Table 6 contains this 
information.
Hypothesis 4 stated that superintendents of varied race would not 
differ significantly In their perceptions of the factors that limit the 
superintendent's capacity to Implement change. This hypothesis was 
considered to be invalid due to the low response of non-Caucasians, 
which w as only 2%; therefore, the null w as rejected. This information is 
presented  in Table 7.
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Table 5
Results for Hypothesis 2: Summary of Kruskal-Wallis Test to Determine if 
R espondents  of Varied Aae Will Not Differ Significantly In Their 
Perceptions of the Factors That Limit the Superin tendents Capacity to 
Implement C hange
Mean rank
Variable .Growl Group 2 Group 3 J L Prob
Politics 41.50 73.71 62.28 5.1302 .0769
Rules, 
regulations, 
policies, law 65.25 63.66 68.78 .6849 .7100
Past performance 
of school system  
leaders 86.88 59.07 70.29 4.4205 .1097
History of 
school system 91.00 60.75 69.61 3.8598 .1452
Strengths of 
school district 62.25 63.02 67.67 .6581 .7196
W eaknesses of 
school district 44.25 67.43 65.17 1.6301 .4426
Opportunities of 
school district 43.63 64.68 67.41 1.8940 .3879
Threats to 
school district 56.75 67.50 62.56 .7988 .6707
Beliefs of staff 62.50 69.94 63.09 1.2720 .5294
Values of 
community 55.50 68.68 65.42 .7487 .6877
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Table 5 (continued)
Results for Hypothesis 2: Summary of Kruskal-Wallis Test to Determine If 
Respondents of Varied Aae Will Not Pilfer Significantly In Their 
Perceptions of the Factors That Limit the Superintendent’s  Capacity to 
Implement Change
Mean rank
Variable Group 1. Group 2 GI0UP.3 J L Prob Post hoc
Soc. & community 
characteristics 81.50 68.75 63.92 1.4051 .4953
Values of board 58.25 68.70 65.25 .5335 .7659
Identified needs
of school district 57.50 67.32 66.36 .3321 .8470
Perceived results 64.75 68.71 64.88 .3980 .8196
Sudden or 
unexpected events 32.75 67.02 67.07 3.7042 .1569
Student groups 34.50 65.11 67.12 2.5921 .2736
Teacher groups 54.13 67.86 65,20 .6493 .7228
Site level 
administrators 39.88 74.24 61.96 6.6420 .0361'
1,2* 
‘ 2,3*
State dept, of ed. 80.00 66.57 64.76 .7297 .6943
Industrial & business 
community 31.13 67.68 66.64 3.9800 .1367
Colleges and  univ. 48.50 64.76 67.96 1.2589 .5329
‘ Indicates groups that are significantly different at Alpha < .05.
Group 1. below age 40. Group 2, age 41*50. Group 3, age  51 and older.
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Table 6
Results for Hypothesis 3:_Summa(v of Mann-Whltnev U Test to 
Determine If Respondents of Different G ender Will Not Differ Significantly 
In Their Perceptions of the Factors That Limit the Superin tendents 
Capacity to Implement Change
Mean rank
Factor Grouo 1 Grouo 2 U Prob
Politics 65.81 73.42 637.0 .4868
Rules, regulations, 
policies, law 66.30 68.50 696.0 .8348
P ast performance of 
school system  leaders 66.62 59.83 640.0 .5339
History of school system 66.63 65.21 704.5 .8957
Strengths of 
school district 64.74 73.00 618.0 .4088
W eaknesses of 
school district 64.51 75.25 591.0 .3142
Opportunities of 
school district 63.75 82.71 501.5 .0668
Threats to 
school district 63.40 75.17 568.0 .2715
Beliefs of staff 64.40 81.88 523.5 .0949
Values of community 67.25 59.04 630.5 .4169
Societal & community 
characteristics 67.27 58.83 628.0 .4183
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Table 6 (continued)
Results for Hypothesis 3: Summary of Mann-Whitney U Test to 
Determine If Respondents of Different G ender Will Not Differ Significantly 
In Their Perceptions of the Factors That Limit the Superintendent’s 
Capacity to Implement Change
Factor
Mean ranis_ _ _
GrouD 1 Grouo 2 U Prob
Values of board 66.99 61.58 661.0 .6102
Identified needs 
of school district 65.97 71.79 656.5 .5610
Perceived results 66.47 66.75 717.0 .9791
Sudden or 
unexpected events 68.12 44.96 461.5 .0293*
Student groups 66.47 55.92 593.0 .3119
Teacher groups 64.74 78.46 564.5 .1977
Site level administrators 65.41 77.38 589.5 .2451
State dept, of ed. 65.16 74.33 614.0 .3914
Industrial & business 
community 66.42 61.79 663.5 .6677
Colleges and  univ. 65.73 68.67 682.0 .7848
‘ Indicates groups that are significantly different at Alpha < .05.
Group 1, male. Group 2, female.
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Table 7
Results for Hypothesis 4: Summary of Mann-Whltnev U Test to 
Determine If Respondents of Different Race Will Not Differ Significantly In 
Their Perceptions of the Factors That Limit the Superintendent's Capacity 
to Implement Change
Mean rank
Variable Group 1 Group 2 _ L L Prob
Politics 66.19 79.83 153.5 .5179
Rules, regulations, 
policies, law 67.44 26.17 72.5 .0425
P ast performance of 
school system  leaders 66.62 39.50 112.5 .1974
History of school system 66.98 46.00 132.0 .3158
Strengths of 
school district 66.01 33.00 63.0 .1606
W eaknesses of 
school district 65.59 60.00 117.0 .8239
Opportunities of 
school district 65.74 50.25 97.5 .5243
Threats to 
school district 64.01 95.25 64.5 .2144
Beliefs of staff 66.52 43.67 125.0 ,2573
Values of community 67.47 25.00 69.0 .0294’
Soc, & community 
characteristics 67.20 36.50 103.5 .1267
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Table 7 (continued)
Results for Hypothesis 4: Summary of Mann-Whltnev.U Test to 
Determine If Respondents of Different Race Will Not Differ Significantly In 
Their Perceptions of the Factors That Limit the Superintendent's Capacity 
to Implement C hange
Mean rank
Variable &0UP.1. Grouo 2 U Prob
Values of school board 67.33 30.67 86.0 .0731
Identified needs 
of school district 66.66 59.67 173.0 .7173
Perceived results 67.23 35.00 99.0 .1109
Sudden or 
unexpected events 66.32 45.50 88.0 .4051
Student groups 65.98 34.50 66.0 .1998
Teacher groups 66.54 31.00 59.0 .1559
Site level administrators 67.06 42.50 121.5 .2161
S tate dept, of ed. 65.78 80.00 101.0 .5724
Industrial & business 
community 66.00 66.00 129.00 1.0000
Colleges and  unlv. 65.93 70.25 120.5 .8645
"Indicates groups that are significantly different at Alpha < .05.
Group 1, Caucasian. Group 2, non-Caucasian.
Note: Due to the low number of non-Caucasian respondents (2%), these  
results a re  considered to be invalid.
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Hypothesis 5 stated  that superintendents with varied experience a s  
a  superintendent would not differ significantly in their perceptions of the 
factors that limit the superintendent’s  capacity to implement change. For 
hypothesis testing, 21 items were considered. The items were: politics; 
rules, regulations, policies, and laws; past performance of school system  
leaders; history of school system ; strengths of school district; w eaknesses 
of school district; opportunities of school district; threats to school district; 
beliefs of staff; values of community; societal and community 
characteristics; values of school board; identified n eed s  of school district; 
perceived results; sudden or unexpected events; student groups; teacher 
groups; site level administrators; state departm ent of education; industrial 
and business community; colleges and universities.
A Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used  to determine if significant 
differences existed between the factors that limit the superintendent's 
capacity to Implement change and the experience of the superintendent. 
There w ere two instances where it w as found that significant differences 
occurred: politics and strengths of the school system. Through the u se  of 
a  post hoc test (Mann-Whitney U) it was determ ined that a  significant 
difference existed between superintendents with up to 10 years of 
experience and superintendents with between 21 and 30 years of 
experience with regard to politics. Another significant difference existed 
between superintendents with up to 10 years of experience and 
superintendents with between 11 and 20 years experience with regard to
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strengths of the school system. Finally, superintendents with betw een 11 
and  20 years of experience differed significantly from superintendents 
with over 30 years experience with regard to the strengths of the school 
system . This information is presented in Table 8. The null hypothesis 
w as rejected.
Hypothesis 6 stated  that superintendents of varied educational 
levels would not differ significantly In their perceptions of the factors that 
limit the superintendent's capacity to implement change. For hypothesis 
testing, five levels of education were considered. They w ere bachelor’s 
degree (Group 1), m aster's degree (Group 2), m aster's degree plus 
(Group 3), specialist's degree (Group 4), and doctorate degree (Group 5). 
The Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used to determine if significant differences 
existed betw een the educational level and the superintendent's 
perception based  on the.following 21 items; politics; rules, regulations, 
policies, and laws; past performance of school system leaders; history of 
school system ; strengths of school district; w eaknesses of school district; 
opportunities of school district; threats to school district; beliefs of staff; 
values of community; societal and community characteristics; values of 
school board; Identified needs of school district; perceived results; 
sudden or unexpected events; student groups; teacher groups; site level 
administrators; state departm ent of education; industrial and business 
community; colleges and universities.
There were four Instances where significant differences occurred;
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Table 8
Results for Hypothesis 5: Summary of Kruskal-Wallis Test to Determine If R espondents of
Varied Experience.Will Not P ilfer Significantly In Their Perceptions of the Factors That UmH
th e  Superintendent’s  Capacity to Implement Change
_________ Meaniacft_________
Post
factor  Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 _&2_ _ ji_  .hoc,
Politics 70.75
Rules, regulations, policies, laws 66.28
Past performance ol leaders 69.37
History of school system 66.87
Strengths of school districts 61.13
Weaknesses of school district 64.48
Opportunities of school district 63.83
Threats to school district 65.60
Beliefs of stafl 69.59
Values of community 69.12
Societal & community characteristics 69.03 
Values of school board 68.82
Identified needs of school district 65.56
Perceived results 66.77
Sudden or unexpected events 66.58
Student groups 68.43
60.24 33.70 20.50 7.9865 .0463
62.58 101.00 36.50 6.0410 .1096
60.00 44.50 33.00 4.2851 .2323
60.52 67.60 21.00 2.9023 .4069
1,2*
81.41 62.80 33.00 9.4072 .0243
66.98 86.10 16.50 3.7773 .2665
71.03 59.60 93.50 1.8133 .6121
65.10 46.50 35.00 2.0965 .5526
56.73 62.40 34.50 4.1330 .2475
62.56 49.40 25.00 3.8740 .2754
62.63 48.50 36.50 3.0322 .3867
62.76 52.80 31.00 2.5598 .4646
71.81 63.10 8.00 4.0565 .2554
68.85 58.90 5.50 3.4951 .3214
64.87 71.00 20.00 1.8769 .5983
62.80 39.30 2.50 7.0947 .0689
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Table 8 (continued)
Results for Hypothesis 5: Summary of Kruskal-Wallis Test to Determine H Respondents of 
Varied Experience Will Not Differ Significantly In Their Perceptions ol the Factors That Limit 
the Superintendent’s Capacity to Implement Change
___________ Meanrark__________
Post
__________ Factor  Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group_4 jpm p j£ £ .
Teacher groups 67.84 62.65 62.00 11.50 3.0024 .3913
Site level administrators 67.89 66.06 49.70 32.00 2.4147 .4909
State department ol education 67.77 62.40 56.40 54.00 1.0334 .7932
Industrial and business community 66.56 65.B0 65.80 19.50 1.7283 .6307
Colleges and universities 65.83 67.33 65.30 45.50 .3802 .9443
‘Indicates groups that are significantly different at Alpha < .05.
Group 1,0-10 years. Group 2,11 -20 years. Group 3,21 -30 years. Group 4, more than 30 years.
8 4
past perform ance of school system  leaders, site level administrators, 
sta te  departm ent of education, and industrial and business community. A 
Mann-Whitney U Test w as then used to determine post hoc relationships. 
It w as found that the significant difference that existed for past 
perform ance of school system leaders occurred between 
superintendents with m aster's degrees and superintendents with 
m aster's deg rees plus, and a  significant difference also existed between 
superintendents with m aster's degrees plus and superintendents with 
specialist's degrees. With regard to site level administrators, significant 
differences existed between superintendents with m aster’s  deg rees and 
superintendents with specialist's degrees. A significant difference was 
also found to exist with regard to the state  departm ent of education. A 
Mann-Whitney U Test w as then used to determine post hoc relationships. 
There w as a  significant difference betw een the responses of 
superintendents with specialist's degrees and those with doctorate 
degrees. A significant difference w as also found between the responses 
of superintendents with m aster's degrees plus and superintendents with 
doctorate degrees. Finally, with regard to the industrial and  business 
community, superintendents with m aster's  deg rees differed significantly 
from superintendents with specialist's degrees. This information is 
presented  In Table 9. The null hypothesis w as rejected.
Hypothesis 7 stated that superintendents of urban, suburban, and 
rural school districts would not differ significantly in their capacity to
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Table 9
Results for Hypothesis 6: S ummary ol Kruskal-Wallis Test to Determine H R espondents of
Varied Educational Levels Will Not Differ Significantly In Their Perceptions ol the Factors That
Limit th e  Superintendent's Capacity to Implement C hange
Factor Group 1 Group 2
___UlKflU
Groups
mm — 
Grouo 4 Gtoud 5 X2 D
Politics 59.39 67.01 77.45 63.56 2.7226 .4364
Rules, regulations, 
policies, laws 68.37 70.8B 60.47 61.37 2.3148 .5097
Past performance 
of leaders 55.16 75.72 50.32 64.30 9.6182 .0221
History of 
school system 66.18 70.52 58.00 64.51 1.9221 .5887
Strengths of 
school district 61.63 61.49 61.08 76.96 5.5462 .1359
Weaknesses of 
school district 70.66 68.13 67.50 57.00 2.7741 .4278
Opportunities of 
school district 68.39 64.82 69.86 62,75 .6745 .8792
Threats to school district 56.53 62.47 77.67 65.56 3.6965 .2962
Beliefs of staff 62.97 64.66 71.21 66.99 .6876 .8761
Values of community 71.21 66.05 69,97 62.81 1.0214 .7961
Societal and
community characteristics 63.03 66.53 71.34 65.70 .5887 .8990
Post
hoc
2,3*
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Table 9 (continued)
Results for Hypothesis 6: Summary ol Kruskal-Wallis Test to Determine H Respondents ot 
Varied Educational Levels Will Not Differ Slpniflcantlv In Their Perceptions of the Factors That 
Limit the Superintendent's Capacity to Implement Change
__________ Mean rank__________
Post
Factor- Group.! Grouo 2 Group.3 Group 4 Group 5 _&2_ . hoc
Values of school board 72.68 62.64 68.87 68.37 1.4964 .6831
Identified needs of 
school district 64.24 64.41 64.92 72.11 1.3774 .7108
Perceived results 75.53 63.86 63.50 67.69 1.8196 .6107
Sudden or 
unexpected events 62.00 68.64 64.26 64.28 .7613 .8587
Student groups 63.21 71.17 56.84 61.67 3.2888 .3492
Teacher groups 55.08 67.26 69.53 67.94 2.2053 .5309
Site level administrators 48.97 70.26 55.45 75.67 10.3281 .0160 2,3
State department 
ot education 64.74 75.49 68.95 48.59 12.6648 .0054
3.5
4.5
Industrial and business 
community 52.16 75.37 60.84 60.35 8.2037 .0420 2,3
Colleges and universities 52.11 70.36 75.13 61.10 5.7075 .1267
'Indicates groups that are significantly different at Alpha < .05.
Group 1, bachelor's degree. Group 2, master's degree. Group 3, master’s degree plus. Group 4, 
specialist's degree. Group 5, doctorate.
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implement change. For hypothesis testing, 21 items w ere considered. 
They were: politics; rules, regulations, policies, and laws; past 
performance of school system  leaders; history of school system; 
strengths of school district; w eaknesses of school district; opportunities of 
school district; threats to school district; beliefs of staff; values of 
community; societal and community characteristics; values of school 
board; identified needs of school district; perceived results; sudden or 
unexpected events; student groups; teacher groups; site level 
administrators; sta te  departm ent of education; industrial and business 
community; colleges and universities. The Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used 
to determ ine if significant differences existed between the variables.
There w ere no significant differences found to have occurred; the null 
hypothesis w as confirmed. This information is presented in Table 10.
Question 6 asked if there were differences In the effects of factors 
on the freedom to implement directed change by: age, gender, race, total 
years experience a s  a  superintendent, highest educational level 
attained, and  type of school district (rural, suburban, urban). The 
question w as addressed  by Hypotheses 8-13. Hypothesis 8 stated  that 
superintendents of varied age would not differ significantly In their 
perceptions of the superintendent's overall freedom to implement 
change. For hypothesis testing, three groups were considered, with 
Group 1 being superintendents ages 40 or below, Group 2 being
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Table 10
Results for Hypothesis 7: Summary of Kruskal-Wallis Test to Determine If R espondents of
Varied School District Settings Will Not Differ Significantly In Their Perceptions of the Factors
That Limit th e  Superintendent's Capacity to Implement C hange
_______ Mean rank_______
Factor Group 1
Politics 65.06
Rules, regulations, policies, laws 69.49
Past performance of school leaders 65.07
History of school 67.22
Strengths of school district 62.62
Weaknesses of school district 67.31
Opportunities of school district 66.10
Threats to school district 64.09
Beliefs of staff 64.34
Values of community 66.53
Societal & community characteristics 65.23
Values of school board 66.33
Identified needs of school district 64.36
Perceived results 66.98
Sudden or unexpected events 67,29
Student groups 66.71
Post
Group 2 Ground _ * L -  p , -to s_
67.91 76.68 1.0651 .5871
61.59 49.36 3.8299 .1474
65.77 74.73 .7115 .7006
59.27 74.45 1.4792 .4773
72.26 79.80 3.5096 .1729
60.83 57.40 1.1585 .5603
62.55 65.75 .1884 .9101
57.50 83.20 3.6449 .1616
68.80 75.23 1.1562 .5610
67.70 63.82 .0997 .9514
68.14 74.68 .8070 .6680
71.80 57.41 1,2454 .5365
77.80 63.18 3.0925 .2130
61.30 72.59 .8568 .6516
64.89 55.70 1.0170 .6014
61.45 62.50 .5007 .7785
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Table 10 (continued)
Results for Hypothesis 7: Summary of Kruskal-Wallis Test to Determine II Respondents of
Varied SchOQl District Settings Will Not Differ Significantly In Their Perceptions of the Factors 
That Limit the Superintendent’s Capacity to Implement Change
Mean rank_______
Post
Factor GrouD 1 Group 2 GrouD 3 X2 D
Teacher groups 65.84 56.75 87.95 5.4255 .0664
Site level administrators 65.20 72.64 65.95 .6650 .6489
State department of education 69.19 57.82 52.40 3.4676 .1766
Industrial and business community 64.69 65.73 79.55 1.5812 .4536
Colleges and universities 67.20 59.11 69.30 1.0276 .5982
Group 1, rural. Group 2, suburban. Group 3, urban.
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superintendents ag es  41 to 50, and Group 3 being superintendents ages 
51 and older.
The Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used  to determ ine if significant 
differences existed betw een the groups. No significant differences were 
found, which resulted in failure to reject the null hypothesis. This 
information is presented In Table 11.
Hypothesis 9 stated that superintendents of opposite gender would 
not differ significantly in their perceptions of the superintendent’s  overall 
freedom to implement change. A Mann-Whitney U Test w as used  for 
hypothesis testing. No significant difference w as found to have occurred, 
which resulted In failure to reject the null hypothesis. This information is 
presented in Table 12.
Hypothesis 10 stated that superintendents of varied race would not 
differ significantly in their perceptions of the superintendent's overall 
freedom to implement change. For hypothesis testing, a  Mann-Whitney 
U Test w as used. No significant differences were found, which resulted 
in failure to reject the null hypothesis. Due to the limited num ber of non- 
C aucasian respondents, the results of the test are considered invalid. 
However, this information is presented in Table 13.
Hypothesis 11 stated  that superintendents with varied experience 
would not differ significantly in their perceptions of the superintendent’s  
overall freedom to Implement change. For hypothesis testing, a  Kruskal- 
Wallis Test w as used  to determ ine if significant differences existed
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Table 11
Results for Hypothesis 8: Sum m arvof Kruskal-Wallis Test to DetermineJf 
R espondents of Varied Aae Will Not Differ Significantly In Their 
Perceptions of the Factors That Limit the Superintendent’s Capacity, to 
Implement C hange
___________ Mean rank___________
Group 1 Group 2 Grou tiS   k2„   c _  Host, hoc
74.00 62.38 66.29 1.4873 .4754
Group 1, below age  40. Group 2, age 41-50. Group 3, age 51 and older. 
Table 12
Results for Hypothesis 9: S ummaiv of Mann-Whltnev U Test to 
Determine If Respondents of Different G ender Will Not Differ Significantly 
In Their Perceptions of the Factors That Limit the Superintendent's 
Capacity to Implement Change
 Mean rank
Group 1 Group £   U _   p _
66.75 64.00 690.0 .7905
Group 1, male, Group 2, female.
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Table 13
Results for Hypothesis 10: Summary of Mann-Whltnev U Test to 
Determine If Respondents of Different Race Will Not Differ Significantly In 
Their Perceptions of the Factors That Limit the Superin tendents Capacity 
to Implement Change
 Mean rank
Group 1, Group-2  U _
66.60 62.00 180.0
Group 1, Caucasian. Group 2, non-Caucasian.
between the groups. Group 1 included superintendents with less than 10 
years of experience; Group 2 included superintendents with 11 to 20 
years of experience; Group 3 Included superintendents with 21 to 30 
years of experience; and Group 4 w as m ade up of superintendents with 
more than 30 years of experience. A significant difference w as found to 
have occurred between superintendents with less than 10 years of 
experience and superintendents with 11 to 20 years of experience. This 
difference w as determined by a  post hoc examination using the Mann- 
Whltney U Test. The null hypothesis w as rejected. This information is 
presented in Table 14.
P -
.0176
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Table 14
Results for Hypothesis 11: Summary of Kruskal-Wallis Test to Determine 
If Respondents of Varied Experience Will Not Differ Significantly In Their 
Perceptions of the Factors That Limit the Superintendent's Capacity to 
Implement Change
____________ Mean Rank____________
Group 1 Group 2  Group 3 Group 4 __*2„   p _  P ost hoc
60.80 80.29 84.80 89.00 9.5469 .0228 1,2*
•Indicates groups that are significantly different at Alpha < .05.
Group 1, 0*10 years. Group 2,11-20 years. Group 3 ,21-30  years.
Group 4, more than 30 years,.
Hypothesis 12 stated that superintendents with varied experience 
a s  a  superintendent would not differ significantly In their perceptions of 
the superintendent’s  overall freedom to implement change. For 
hypothesis testing, a  Kruskal-Wallis Test was used to determ ine if 
significant differences existed between the groups. Group 1 w as made 
up of superintendents with bachelor's degrees; Group 2 w as m ade up of 
those superintendents with m aster's degrees; Group 3 of those who held 
m aster’s  degrees plus; Group 4 of those who held specialist's degrees;
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and Group 5 of those who held doctorates. No significant differences 
were found, which resulted In failure to reject the null hypothesis. This 
Information is presented In Table 15.
Table 15
Results for Hypothesis 12: Summary of Kruskal-Wallis Test to Determine 
if Respondents of Varied Educational Level Will Not Differ Significantly In 
Their Perceptions of the Factors That Limit the Superintendent's Capacity 
to Implement Change
M ean Rank
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 ____ D_ Post hoc
60.11 65.46 62.63 73.83 2.5702 .4627
Group 1, bachelor’s degree. Group 2, m aster's degree. Group 3, 
m aster's degree plus. Group 4, specialist's degree. Group 5, doctorate.
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Hypothesis 13 stated  that superintendents of varied types of school 
district would not differ significantly In their perceptions of the 
superintendent’s  overall freedom to implement change. For hypothesis 
testing three groups were considered: rural (Group 1), suburban (Group 
2), and  urban (Group 3). A Kruskal-Wallis Test w as used  to determine if 
significant differences existed betw een the groups. No significant 
differences w ere found to have existed, which resulted In failure to reject 
the null hypothesis. This information is presented in Table 16.
Table 16
Results for Hypothesis 13: Summary of Kruskal-Wallis Test to_Determlne 
If R espondents of Varied School District Settings Will Not Differ 
Significantly in Their Perceptions of the Factors That Limit the 
Superintendent’s  Capacity to Implement Change
Mean Rank
Group 1 Group Z  .Group 3 &2_   Post hoc
64.97  73.45 66.36 1.1085 .5745
Group 1, rural. Group 2, suburban. Group 3, urban.
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CHAPTER 5
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
introduction
C hapter 5 contains the findings, conclusions, and 
recom m endations based  on the results of this study. The problem of this 
study w as to determine certain factors which are are  perceived to limit the 
freedom superintendents have to Implement change effectively. The 
problem w as add ressed  through the use of a  survey questionnaire 
entitled Dlrectlng.Effective Change: The Autonomy of the T en n essee  
Superin tenden t, which w as presented either in person or by mail to all 
T ennessee superintendents. Of the 138 superintendents in the state , 132 
responded to the survey, representing a  96 percent response. Their 
perceptions of factors that influence the superintendent's change efforts 
and  of groups that provide support to the superintendent when working 
through the change process in their individual school districts were 
provided. Demographic data  on each respondent w as also provided, 
along with the  type of school system  and each superintendent’s 
perception of freedom to create change within the school district.
fin d in g s
Question 1: To what degree do superintendents perceive that they 
have the overall freedom to create  directed change in school districts? 
The question w as addressed  by the results of the survey, Directing
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Effective Change: Tho Autonomy of the T ennessee S uperintendent. 
T hese  results indicated that the superintendents had a  great deal of 
freedom to implement change. More than half (69 of 132) of the 
respondents reported that they had much freedom to create directed 
change. The m ean w as 3.636, which, when placed within the numerical 
progression of m eans, w as in the range of m oderate freedom to much 
freedom. More than 90 percent (90.9) of the respondents reported 
having m oderate freedom to much freedom in dealing with school district 
change.
Q uestion 2 : To what degree are each of the following variables 
perceived to influence the superintendent’s freedom to implement 
change in school districts: politics; rules, regulations, policies, and  laws; 
past performance of school system  leaders; history of school system ; 
strengths of school district; w eaknesses of school district; opportunities of 
school district; threats to school district; beliefs of staff; values of 
community; societal and community characteristics; values of school 
board; Identified needs of school district; perceived results; sudden or 
unexpected events; student groups; teacher groups; site level 
administrators; state departm ent of education; industrial and business 
community; colleges and universities? The question w as addressed  by 
the results of the  survey. Directing Effective Change: The Autonomy of 
the T ennessee  Superintendent. T hese results presented a  wide range of 
m ean scores in this particular instance. Over three-fourths (15 of 21) of
the variables met the preset criteria of 3.0 for significance. The 
superintendents reported that the values of the community had the most 
influence on the freedom to implement change, with a  m ean of 3.689. 
The six variables that did not m eet the 3.0 criteria were: history of school 
system , sudden or unexpected events, threats to the school district, past 
performance of school system  leaders, student groups, and colleges and 
universities. It w as Interesting to note that superintendents reported that 
politics had less Influence than the majority of variables, and that the 
Tennessee S tate Department of Education was also in the lower 50% of 
the total list, with a  mean of 3.163. With the interest expressed in school 
adoptions by business or industry and in partnerships with th ese  entities, 
it w as very surprising that the mean for industrial and business 
community w as only 3.015, barely above the 3.0 criteria.
Question 3 : To what degree do each of the following groups 
provide support in the superintendent's efforts to implement change in 
school districts: politicians, community power structure, site level 
administrators, teachers, student groups, parent groups, board of 
education, city or county commissions, legislators, college or university 
professors? The question w as addressed  by the results of the survey, 
Directing Effective Change: The Autonomy of the T ennessee  
S uperin tendent. These results presented 6 of the 10 variables above the 
significant m ean of 3.0 in providing support in the superintendent's 
change efforts. The superintendents reported that school boards
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provided the greatest amount of support for the change process with a  
m ean of 3.826, followed closely with site level administrators at 3.780. 
Teachers w ere high on the support list, above the community power 
structure and parent groups. City or county commissions w ere barely 
significant, with a  m ean of 3.031. Student groups, politicians, legislators, 
and college or university professors did not m eet the significant m ean 
criteria.
Question 4 : To what extent does the support of various constituent 
groups correlate with the overall freedom to effect change? The question 
w as add ressed  by the results of the survey, Directing Effective Change: 
The Autonomy of the T ennessee  Superintendent through application of 
response to Hypothesis 1, which stated  that there would be no 
statistically significant relationship between the degree of support of 
various constituent groups and the overall freedom to create directed 
change. It w as found that no significant relationship existed betw een the 
support of politicians, community power structure, student groups, 
legislators, college and university professors and the freedom to 
implement change. Using Applied. Statistics for the Behavioral S ciences, 
by Hinkle, W iersma, and Jurs (1988), a  significant relationship w as 
determ ined to exist between the support of teachers (p = .262), parent 
groups (p = .193), city or county commissions (p *  .180), and the freedom 
to implement change; however, there was little positive relationship.
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It w as also found that a  significant relationship occurred between 
the support of site level administrators (&= .361), boards of education 
(p »  .386), and the freedom to implement change. These relationships 
were found to be only low positive ones. (A correlation of .7 must exist in 
order to be considered high.) There w as no determination of cause, 
simply a  relationship. (As one variable value goes up, the other variable 
value also goes up because  these  are  low positive values.) The null 
hypothesis w as rejected.
Question 5. What is the difference in the following characteristics 
and  the superintendent's overall freedom to Implement change: age, 
gender, race, total years experience a s  a  superintendent, highest 
educational level attained, type of school district (rural, suburban, 
urban)? The question w as addressed  by the results of the survey, 
Directing Effective Change: The Autonomy of the T ennessee  
Superin tendent, through application of responses for H ypotheses 2-7.
Hypothesis 2 stated that superintendents of various ag es  would not 
differ significantly In their perceptions of the factors that limit the 
superintendent's capacity to implement change. The survey results 
indicated that the site level administrator variable w as the only one that 
scored at the significant level (below .05) with an Alpha of .0361. A 
significant difference occurred between superintendents below age  40 
and  superintendents aged 41 to 50 and the site level administrators. A 
significant difference also occurred between respondents aged  41 to 50
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and those 51 or older and the site level administrators. The null 
hypothesis w as rejected.
Hypothesis 3 stated  that superintendents of opposite g en d er would 
not differ significantly in their perceptions of the factors that limit the 
superintendent's capacity to implement change. The survey results 
indicated that a  significant difference occurred between sudden or 
unexpected events and the gender of the superintendent. The null 
hypothesis w as rejected.
Hypothesis 4 stated  that superintendents of varied race would not 
differ significantly in their perceptions of the factors that limit the 
superintendent’s  capacity to implement change. The survey indicated 
that significant differences occurred between rules, regulations, policies, 
laws, and race. A significant difference w as also found to have occurred 
between the values of the community and the race of the superintendent. 
(This hypothesis w as considered to be invalid due to the low response of 
non-Caucasians, which w as only 2%.} The null hypothesis ws rejected.
Hypothesis 5 stated that superintendents with varied years of 
experience a s  a  superintendent would not differ significantly in their 
perceptions of the factors that limit the superintendent's capacity to 
implement change. The survey results indicated that superintendents of 
various experience levels responded differently for the following 
variables: freedom to implement change, politics, and strengths of the 
school system. Superintendents with up to 10 years of experience
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tended to report that they were less free to Implement change (60.80 
m ean rank) than superintendents with 11 to 20 years of experience 
(80.29 m ean rank). Concerning politics, superintendents with up to 10 
years of experience reported that politics was a  stronger limiting factor 
(70.75 m ean rank) than did superintendents with 21-30 years of 
experience (33.70 m ean rank). Concerning strengths of the school 
system , superintendents with up to 10 years of experience reported that 
strengths of the  school district were a  stronger limiting factor (61.13 mean 
rank) than for superintendents with 11 to 20 years of experience (81.41 
m ean rank), while the lowest m ean rank w as 33.00, for superintendents 
with 31 or more years of experience. The experience of superintendents 
m ade no difference in any of the other variables. The null hypothesis 
w as rejected.
Hypothesis 6 sta ted  that superintendents of varied educational 
levels would not differ significantly in their perceptions of the factors that 
limit the  superintendent's capacity to implement change. The survey 
results Indicated that the educational level played a  major role in how 
they responded to the following variables: past performance of school 
system , site level administrators, state departm ent of education, and the 
Industrial and  business community. For past performance of school 
system s, superintendents who held m aster’s degrees (55.16 m ean rank) 
tended  to perceive this past performance a s  being less limiting than did 
those who held a  m aster's degrees plus (75.72 mean rank). Also, those
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who held a  m aster's degree plus (75.72 m ean rank) perceived past 
perform ance to be more limiting than did those who held specialist’s 
deg rees  (50.32 m ean rank).
For site level administrators, those superintendents with m aster's 
d eg rees  (48.97 m ean rank) considered site level administrators to be 
less limiting to change than did those with m aster's degrees plus (70.76 
m ean rank).
For sta te  departm ent of education, superintendents with doctorate 
deg rees (48.59 m ean rank) viewed the state departm ent of education to 
be less limiting than did those with m aster’s  degrees plus (75.49 m ean 
rank), and  those with doctorate degrees (48.59 m ean rank) viewed the 
sta te  departm ent of education to be less limiting than did those with a  
specialist's degree (68.95 mean rank).
For the Industrial and business community, those superintendents 
with a m aster's degree (52.16 mean rank) viewed the industrial and 
business community to be less limiting that did those with a  m aster's 
degree plus (75.37 mean rank). The null hypothesis w as rejected.
Hypothesis 7  stated that superintendents of urban, suburban, and 
rural school districts would not differ significantly in their perceptions of 
the  factors that limit the superintendent's capacity to implement change. 
The survey results indicated that there was no significant difference in the 
way superintendents from different types of school districts responded to
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the factors that limit change, resulting In failure to reject the null 
hypothesis.
Question 6 : Are there differences in the effects of factors on the 
fredom to implement directed change by age, gender, race, total years 
experience a s  a  superintendent, highest educational level attained, or 
type of school district (rural, suburban, urban)? The question w as 
addressed  by the results of the survey, Directing Effective Change: The 
Autonomy of the T ennessee  Superintendent, through application of 
responses to Hypotheses 8-13.
Hypothesis 8 stated that superintendents of varied age would not 
differ significantly in their perceptions of the superintendent's overall 
freedom to implement change. The survey results indicated that there 
w as no significant difference in how superintendents of varied ag es  
responded to their overall freedom to implement change. All had a  
similar m ean ranking. Age apparently played little or no part in the 
superintendents' perceptions of freedom to implement change. The null 
hypothesis w as accepted.
Hypothesis 9 sta ted  that superintendents of opposite gender would 
not differ significantly In their perceptions of the superintendent’s overall 
freedom to implement change. The survey results indicated that there 
w as no significant difference in how superintendents of opposite gender 
responded to their overall freedom to Implement change. The null 
hypothesis w as accepted.
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Hypothesis 10 stated  that superintendents of varied race would not 
differ significantly in their perceptions of the superintendent's overall 
freedom to implement change. The survey results indicated that this 
hypothesis w as invalid due to the low number of non-Caucasian 
respondents, resulting In failure to reject the null hypothesis.
Hypothesis 11 stated that superintendents with varied experience 
a s  a  superintendent would not differ significantly in their perceptions of 
the superintendent’s  overall freedom to Implement change. The survey 
results indicated that there w as a  significant difference in how 
superintendents with less than 10 years of experience (60.80 m ean rank) 
responded when com pared to superintendents with 11-20 years of 
experience (80.29 mean rank). Those with 11-20 years of experience 
reported more freedom to implement change than did those with less 
than 10 years of experience. The null hypothesis w as rejected.
Hypothesis 12 stated  that superintendents of varied educational 
levels would not differ significantly in their perceptions of the 
superintendent's overall freedom to Implement change. The survey 
results indicated no significant difference in the way superintendents with 
varying educational degrees responded. The educational level did not 
affect the perception of their freedom to implement change. The null 
hypothesis w as accepted.
Hypothesis 13 stated  that superintendents of varied types of school 
districts would not differ significantly in their perceptions of the
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superintendent’s  overall freedom to implement change. The survey 
results indicated that there w as no significant difference in the 
perceptions of superintendents from different types of school system s 
(urban, suburban, rural) in relation to their freedom to implement change. 
The null hypothesis was accepted.
C on clu sions
Based upon the results of this study, the following conclusions are 
presen ted :
1. By virtue of a  mean of 3.636 on a  scale of 1 to 5, more than 50% 
(52.3) of the respondents reported that they had much freedom to create 
directed change. The majority of Tennessee superintendents believe it is 
within their power to initiate change in their respective school districts.
2. Community values (mean 3.636) are perceived to have the 
greatest influence on the freedom superintendents have to implement 
change. Therefore, It is very beneficial for superintendents to be aw are 
of community values when attempting change.
3. Values of the school board (mean 3.636) indicate that this factor 
has great influence on the change process In local school districts. 
Superintendents must consider board values when implementing 
change.
4. Identified needs of the school district; site level administrators; 
beliefs of staff; perceived results; rules, regulations, policies, and laws; 
and strengths of the school district each present a  strong influence on the
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superintendent's freedom to implement change. Superintendents 
believe change is achieved more successfully when these  groups or 
factors a re  considered.
5. Colleges and universities are perceived to hold the least 
influence on the superintendent's ability to implement change. 
Superintendents are either not aware of the assistance  available from 
th ese  sources or are  not interested In utilizing their expertise in the 
change effort.
6. Superintendents receive a  high level of support from school 
boards when change is considered. This indicates that practically all 
Tennessee school system s are open to the change process.
7. Site level administrators and teachers are supportive of the 
change process. Input from these  groups Is essential to the su ccess  of 
the change effort.
8. Valid results concerning the variable of race are not available 
due to the  low num ber of non-Caucasians who hold superintendent 
positions. Thus it is concluded that non-Caucasians and fem ales are  not 
being employed or elected a s  superintendents, or are simply not actively 
seeking positions.
9. Superintendents with less than 10 years of experience have 
less freedom to influence change. This indicates that longevity of service 
is important to the Implementation of systemic change.
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10. College and university professors provide little support to 
superintendents in bringing about change. It is concluded that these two 
groups are not sharing information about needs related to school district 
change and  expertise available from college or university professors.
11. Only 12 (9%) of the 132 respondents are females. There Is a  
significant difference in the perception of these individuals a s  com pared 
to m ales when responding to sudden or unexpected events. Due to the 
small num ber of female respondents, one may conclude that fem ales, a s  
com pared to m ales, have not had com parable experience Indeallng with 
unexpected change.
12. Superintendents with 0 to 10 years of experience have more 
difficulty In relating school district strength to change when com pared to 
more experienced superintendents. Again, experience is a  factor In 
successfully Implementing directed change.
13. Superintendents with varied educational levels do not differ 
significantly In their perceptions of the factors that limit change.
Therefore, educational level has  no bearing on the superintendent’s  
freedom  to implement change.
14. There is a  commonality among rural, suburban, and urban 
superintendents in relation to how they view their ability to effect change.
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Recom m endations
Based upon the results of this study, the following 
recom m endations are proposed:
1. An aggressive recruitment of non-Caucasians and fem ales 
should be Implemented by colleges and universities for purposes of 
preparing them a s  candidates for the T ennessee superintendency.
Boards of education should be encouraged to recruit minorities and 
fem ales, w here qualified, for superintendents.
2. A mentoring system , Including networking capacities, should be 
implemented for superintendents with fewer years of experience.
3. A study should be undertaken to determine the degree to which 
superintendents implement directed change.
4. A study should be undertaken to determine the types of change 
superintendents are initiating.
5. Preparatory programs with content designed especially for 
superintendents should be created at the university level. These 
program s should include information relative to the process of directed 
change.
6. An effort should be m ade by colleges and universities to make 
Information and  knowledge available to superintendents and local 
school boards about the resources available to assist school districts in 
the planning, development, and implementation of change.
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7. A study should be m ade to determine the appropriate m anner 
for focusing a  more positive approach toward business and industry 
partnerships with the superintendent's role as change agent.
8. B ecause community values are perceived to have the greatest 
influence on the freedom to implement change, superintendents may find 
it helpful to cultivate community interest. Participatory activities such as  
civic and business meetings, site based m anagem ent team s, and 
community based  government entities are all relevant to stakeholder 
involvement and should be encouraged by superintendents.
9. Since college and universities are  perceived to hold the least 
influence on superintendents' ability to initiate change, these  institutions 
of higher learning must be cultivated in order to maximize their potential 
in this area. A greater link needs to be developed betw een the 
superintendent and the resources available at the university level.
10. In order to fully utilize the high level of support for change from 
school boards, superintendents must maintain a  strong positive 
retatlonship with their boards.
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ANNIE MAE SPOONE, Vice Chairperson 
GARY CHESNEY 
JOE GIBSON, SR.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
ROGER GREENE 
CLYDE KINDER 
HAROLD ROUSE
Earnest Walker, Superintendent
March 15,1993
Or. John T. Haro, Superintendent 
Fairfleld-Sulsun Unified School District 
1125 Missouri Street 
Fairfield, CA 94533
Dear Dr. Haro:
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appreciative of your permission for me to make use of your survey Instrument. Thank 
you very much.
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arnest walker, Superintendent
210 East M onts Boulevard • M orristown, Tennessee 37813 • (615)586-7700
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H ttr im a n  C ty  School*
H aw kins  C o u n ty  School* 
H a y w o o d  C o u n ty  School* 
K o n d erso n  C oun ty  School* 
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H ickm an  C o u n ty  School* 
H o lo w  n o e k ’B ru ce ten  Special 
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H u m b old t C ly  School* 
H u m p hrey*  C o u n ty  School*  
H u n tin g d o n  Special D istrict 
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J o h n s o n  C ity  School t  
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Address
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F e r s d ty  S t r e e t  
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9 0 0  M aoisofl S tre e t  
1 9 7  B rfarw ood  S tre e t  
P .O . B os 3 8 9  
C o u rth o u se  A nnex  
Box 3 2 0  
P .O . l e x  3 9 9  
B1B E d g em o n t A v enu e  
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A cad em y  S tre e t  
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1 0 2  E lisabeth  S tree t 
M ein S tree t 
P .O .B o x  1 7 9  
P  0 .  B ox 6 8 7  
P .O . Vox 4 8 9
4 3 0 0  M o use  C r* tk  M . ,  NW  
2 0 9  M orth K icks S tre e t  
2 2 4  M urrey  D rive 
3 0 0  H M iboro Blvd., Bo* 3  
7 0 4  Bert J o h n s to n  A v enu e  
flou t*  2 ,  B ox 1 3 2  
W e s t S tarS ey  S tre e t  
6 0 2  C herry  S tre e t  
P .O . B ex  3 8 9  
1 0 8  S o u th  Third  S t re e t  
8 1 7  N orth  C h arlo tte  S t .
1 6 9  E v ere tt S t r e e t
P .O . B ox 1 6 0 7
8 0 4  S o u th  W a ta u g a  A v enu e
8 9 8  I g h t h  S t r a i t
P .O . Box 1 0
11QA S o u th  3 k  A v enu e
P.O . B ex  BBS
Box 1 28
6 0 7  N tw  H ighw ay  9 8  .
P .O . Box D
7 2 0  W e s t F low er S tre e t
P .O . B oa 3 8
9 1 0  W **t S u m m er S t.
P .O . Box 1 4 3 0  
S ox  9 7
2 1 0 E * i t  M orria Blvd.
2 0 1  B road S tre e t  
P .O . Box 9 2 9  
P .O . Box 1 1 2  
1 1 3  N orth  G uinn S tree t 
1 0 0 2  fto ane  S tre e t  
2 0 0  N orth  D e e o t S tree t 
BOO E a tt  M ein  
P .O . Box 1 9 0  
2 1 7  O rove Blvd.
1 0 8  CoOega A v a ru a  
P .O . Box 1 3 9  
Box 2 0 8 ,  C o u rth o u se  
M u nc lp a l C en te r 
1 0 3  S o u th  C hurcri S tre e t  
P .O . Box 9 4 8  
2 0 6  W , G lb to n  A venue 
3 1 0  N o rth  P a rk w a y  
Box 1 9 0  
P  O. Box 1 8 1 7  
2 1 )  N orth  C h uren  S tre e t  
1 70 1  E sv t O vular 3 tr* * t
City Zip
Alam o 3 8 0 0 1
Alee* 3 7 7 0 1
CDnton 3 7 7 1 8
A thene 3 7 3 0 3
ShelbyviBe 3 7 1 6 0
C a m d tn 3 8 3 2 0
PikevUe 3 7 3 8 7
M lry tril* 3 7 8 0 1
B radford 3 8 3 1 9
C e n t a n d 3 7 3 9 4
M a t  el 3 7 8 2 0
J a c k tb o rg 3 7 7 S 7
W oodbury 3 7 1  SO
H untingdon 3 3 3 4 4
Elizabeth! en 3 7 6 4 3
C h attan o o g a 3 7 4 0 9
Asrii e n d  O ty 3 7 0 1 5
H enderson 3 8 3 4 0
TszeweQ 3 7 8 7 9
Clarksville 3 7 0 4 1
C a tn e 3 1 6 9 1
C leveland 3 7 3 1 1
Citm on 3 7 7 1 9
N ew port 3 7 8 2 1
M a n eh w te r 373B B
C ovington 3 8 0 1 9
Alam o 3 B 001
C re iev O e 3 9 S 9 9
D ayton 3 7 3 2 1
DeoetixvtVe 3 8 3 2 9
SrrtthvUI* 3 7 1 8 8
Oldkeon 3 7 0 8 5
D yeraburg 3 3 0 2 4
D y artb u rg 3 9 0 2 6
E D sb e th to n 3 7 6 4 3
E tow ah 3 7 3 3 1
S d m arv d* 3 8 0 6 8
Fayetteville 3 7 3 0 4
Ja m e a to w n 3 8 8 9 6
W m chosiar 3 7 3 9 8
Franklin 3 7 C 6 4
Dyer 3 8 3 3 0
PulasU 3 3 4 7 S
Rutledge 3 7 8 9 1
G reenevO i 3 7 7 4 3
GreenevSI* 3 7 7 4 4
Alt* m o m 3 7 3 0 1
M ornetow n 3 7 8 1 4
C h sR an eo ga 3 7 4 0 2
S n e e d v iti 3 7 B 6 9
Bolivar 3 8 0 0 6
S av an nah 3 8 3 7 2
H errim an 3 7 7 4 8
Roger* vitT* 3 7 6 6 7
BrowneviDa 3 6 0 1 2
Lexington 3 9 3 5 1
Perl* 3 8 2 4 2
CsntervHia 3 7 0 3 3
B ruee ton 3 6 3 1 7
Erin 3 7 0 8 1
H um boldt 3 8 0 4 3
W svsrty 3 7 1 3 9
H untingdon 3 B 3 4 4
G ainsaboro 3 8 9 6 2
J lc k s o n 3 6 3 0 9
Dandridge 3 7 7 2 5
J o h rtto n  C ly 3 7 6 0 B
M ountain C ity 3 7 6 8 3
Kingsport 3 7 8 9 4
M o w n ,  Mr. Allan 
Pop*, M r, Roland 
W sb b . Mr, lo b b y  
M orrow . M r. Larry  (Dutch! 
B ru m m ett, Mr. A ndy 
S m th .  M«, P a t 
W h in an b erg , M r, D e r m  
M edeeria , Mr, W a d e r (CMol 
G olden, Mr. S ta n  
H sad le* , Mr, A . E dw ard  I Ed) 
W h eeisy , Mr. J im m y  
B rew er. D r. K « th  
■ Turner. Mr. P au l S .
S h e lto n . Mr, Fred  
D D to n , D r, M ike 
B e ttie s , Dr, J e n y  
W illiam s, M r. J o e  P.
F o rg s ty , Or. J o h n  
C lov er, M r. Billy J o e  
G reen e , M r. R obert W . (Bob) 
H ouse, O r. G erry  
B e n |e m ia  Or. R ichard  
N ew ell, M s. J in r c e  
Lovingood, Mr, R obert (Bob) 
S te w a rt.  M r. W ay n e  
N in e s ,  M r. Alien 
J o n e e ,  D r. J o h n  H edge 
G ad dis. M r. J a m e s  H . (Jay ) 
Sm allrfdge, Dr, R obert I Bob I 
T h om p son , Mr. V in so n  (Vines) 
B row n, M r. M avtleld 
G a rre tt, Mr. Ed win 
V ick, Dr. Larry 
R hodes, M r, D avid (Dave) 
M itchell, Mr, Chartea 
W iffiaina, M s. D eborah  
G en try , M r. M ark 
Y o un g , Mr. J e r ry  
RlWtton, M t, A rfte  
R a m o n a , Mr. J e s s  
E » s , M r. J e ro m e  P.
C im e y , M s. Itavan  
C arlton , Mr. B am  
Ley, M r, A m on 
B ro w n, Mr, Jo h n n y  H.
N r t e n ,  M r. J a c k  
A n d erso n , M r, J a m e s  (Jim) 
R ichardson , M r. R obby 
T u cker, M t. C h arlo tte  
W allace . M r. PMWp (Phil) 
O 'D til, D r. J o h n  
H u bb ard , D r. Lavorei 
H ickey, Dr. S . tCdth 
, Fite,*M r. Tim 
R idings, M r. Larry  J .
S a tte rfie ld , M r, J im  B.
E m bry, O r. D onald I .  (Don) 
W Bcoa, Mr, Ron 
W h ea tley , SA. S am ar 
C o op ock , M r. O evid  F.
Y a tee , h k .  Larry  W .
Pax, M r. P a d re  
Rowland, Mr. G rim  
B rew er, M r, P a t 
B arber. Mr. R ichard 
M irtin , M r. F red  S . IS ttve l 
H aley, M r, D anny 
S c h w a b , M a, R a b a c sa  (Becky) 
P u ry e e r, M r. Kip 
M cW horter, M e, E rnestine
Knox C oun ty  S choo ls 
L ska C oun ty  S ch oo ls  
Lauderdale C o un ty  S choo ls 
L aw ren ce  C o un ty  S ch oo ls  
L ebanon  Special D istrict 
Lenoir City Schoo ls 
L ew is C oun ty  S ch oo ls  
L exington  C ly  S ch oo ls  
Lincoln C oun ty  S choo ls 
L oudon  C o un ty  S choo ls 
M acon  C o un ty  S chools 
M an ch este r C t y  S ch o o ls  
M arion C o un ty  S ch oo ls  
M arshall C ounty  S ch oo ls  
M eryvMe C ity Schoo ls 
M aiay  C o un ty  S choo ls 
M eK aru le S p a tia l D istrict 
McMirvr C o un ty  Schoo ls 
M cN atry C oun iy  Sellouts 
M eigs C oun ty  Schoo ls 
M em phis Q tv  S chools 
M etro  N ashville S choo ls 
M ilan Specia l D istrict 
M onroe C oun ty  S ch oo ls  
M oore  C oun ty  Schoo ls 
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N e w p o rt C ty  S choo ls 
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P u tn a m  C o un ty  S chools 
R hea C o un ty  S ch oo ls  
R ichard  Q ly  Schoo ls 
R oane C o un iy  S choo ls 
R o b e rtso n  C o un ty  S ch oo ls  
R ogersvU e O ty  Schoo ls 
R u therfo rd  C o un ty  Schoo ls 
S c o n  C o un ty  S ch oo ls  
S e q u a tc h ie  C oun ty  Schools 
S ev ier C o u n ty  S ch oo ls  
S h e ib v  C o un ty  S c h ao fi 
S m ith  C o um y  Schoo ls 
S c u m  Carroll S p ecia l O ietrlc t 
S te w a r t  C o un ty  Schoo ls 
SUNvan C oum y S ch oo ls  
S u m ner C o u n ty  S ch oo ls  
S w e e tw a te r  C hy  S ch oo ls  
T ip ton  C o un ty  S ch oo ls  
T re n to n  Special O ti td c t  
T ro u sd a le  C o u n ty  School* 
TuK ehom e O ty  S ch oo ls  
Unicoi C o un ty  S choo ls 
U nion C h y  Schoo ls 
U nion C o u n ty  S ch oo ls  
V on  B u ran  C oun ty  S ch oo ls  
W arren  C uvn tv  S choo ls 
W ash in g to n  C o u n ty  Schoo ls 
W a y n e  C o un ty  S choo ls 
W eak ley  C o u n ty  School*  
W ea t Carroll Special D istrict 
W h its  C oun ty  S choo ls 
W ikiem aon C o un ty  S choo ls 
WUio a  C o u n ty  Schoo ls 
E x ecu tiv e  D irecto r, TO SS
P .O . Box 2 1 BB
P .O . Box 3 9 7
* 0 2  S o u th  W ash ing ton
W a i t  G aines S tree t
P .O . Box 5 2 0
1 0 *  A S tre e t
2 0 5  S o u th  C ourt S t.
1 5 2  M onro* S tre e t  
2 0 0  E ast D avidson  Drive 
P .O . D raw er D 
0 01  College S t r a t i  
2 1 0  E t a t  F o rt S t r s t t  
R l. 2 .  Box 0 2  
7 0 0  J o n a s  C lid e  
0 3 3  L aw rence  S tree t
5 0 1  W a tt 0 th  S tre e t  
2 0 3  W . BeH A v enu e  
C o urtho use  
C ourthouse
P .O . Box 8 0  
2B 97  A v try  A venue 
2 0 0 1  B ra n tfo rd  A venue 
P .O . S ox  0 2 8  
1 0 3  C ollege S tree t 
S o x  2 1 3  
P .O . B ex 3 4 0  
4 0 0  N orth  M e p it S tre e t  
2 0 2  C ollege S t r s t t  
P .O . Box 6 6 0 0  
P .O . Box 7 4 7  
P .O . Box 1 0 0 2  
1 1 2  O utsell S tree t 
4 0 2  Lee S tre e t  
R oute 10 , B ox 3 0  
W e o d ltw n  D rive 
P .O . Box A
1 4 0 0  E ast S p rin g  S tre e t  
M ontague S tre e t  
1 0 2 0  H am ilton  A venue 
1 0 0  Blulf R oad 
P .O . Box 1 3 0  
1 1 0  B roadw ay
5 0 2  Memorial Blvd.
P .O . Box 3 7
P .O . Box 4 8 0
2 2 5  C edar S tre e t
1 8 0  S o u th  H ollyw ood
E ducation  BJdg., M am  S t.
P.O. Bex 18
P.O . Box 4 3 3
P .O . Box 3 0 0
2 2 3  E as t M ein S tre e t
PO.Box 231
P.O. Co* 400
2 01  W ea t T e n th  S h e e t
2 1 4  B row tw ey
8 1 0  S o u th  J a c k s o n  S tre e t
0 0 0  N orth  B m  A venue
P .O . Box 7 4 9
H w y. 3 3 ,  Bex tO
P.O . BOX 9 0
109 If  on S h e e t
409 W e e t CoBago S tree t 
Bex 008
3 0 9  C o u rth o u se  S q uare  
P .O . B o x 2 7 9  
1 3 0  B aker S tre e t  
1 3 2 0  W ea t M ain, B u te  2 0 2
4 1 0  C ast M arket S tre e t  
3 3 0  1 0 th  A re .  N  S u ita  A
Knoxvffie 3 7 9 0 1
Tlptonvdle 3 8 0 7 9
N plfV 3 8 0 6 3
L aw renceb urg 3 0 4 8 4
L ebanon 3 7 0 9 7
U n o ir  O ty 3 7 7 7 1
H ohenw ald 3 0 4 0 2
Lexington 3 8 3 5 1
FayettevtB e 3 7 3 3 4
L oudon 3 7 7 7 4
L a fa y e tte 3 7 0 0 3
M a n c h t t t t r 3 7 3 0 0
J a t o e r 3 7 3 4 7
L e w itb w g 3 7 0 9 1
M aryville 3 7 8 0 1
Cohxnbi* 3 8 4 0 1
M e ta ru le 3 8 2 0 1
A thene 3 7 3 0 3
Seim or 3 8 3 7 0
D eca tu r 3 7 3 2 2
M em phis 3 0 1 1 2
N ashville 3 7 2 0 4
M llin 3 0 3 6 8
M adsonvW e 3 7 3 0 4
L ynchburg 3 7 3 6 2
W e rtb u rg 3 7 0 3 7
M urfreesbo ro 3 7 1 3 0
N ew po rt 3 7 0 2 1
O ak  Ridge 3 7 8 3 1
U raon O ty 3 1 2 0 1
O neid a 3 7 0 4 1
Livingston 3 9 6 7 0
Perl* 3 0 2 4 2
U nden 3 7 0 9 6
B y rd n o w n 3 0 6 4 9
B enton 3 7 3 0 7
C o o k ev ila 3 1 6 0 1
D ay to n 3 7 3 2 1
s o u th  n t t t b u r g 3 7 3 0 0
K ingston 3 7 7 0 3
Sbringlisld 3 7 1 7 2
Roger ev il* .2 7 8 3 7
M u rfre u b o ro 3 7 1 2 9
Huntsv*l* 3 7 7 9 0
D unlap 3 7 3 2 7
SevfaryD s 3 7 8 6 2
M em phis 3 3 1 1 2
C a r th e g t 3 7 0 3 0
O a tk a b tx g 3 0 3 2 4
D over 370B B
B kruntvC s 3 7 5 1 7
O adebn 3 7 0 6 5
S w e e tw a te r 3 7 0 7 4
C o ving to n 3 6 0 1 9
T ram  o n 3 0 3 B 2
H arts  viH* 3 7 0 7 4
T tfJah em a 3 7 3 0 0
I rw in 3 7 0 6 0
U nion O ty 3 1 2 6 1
M avnerdvM e 3 7 0 0 7
S p e n c e r 3 8 0 8 6
McMbvnriD* 3 7 1 1 0
Jo n a a b o ro 3 7 6 3 0
W aynoabdro 3 6 4 8 6
D resd en 3 8 2 2 0
T r tto v a n t 3 6 2 6 8
S p a n * 3 6 6 0 3
Frtnk&n 3 7 0 5 4
L sbanon 3 7 C 0 7
Nashrvtl* 3 7 2 0 3
P re p a re d  b y i T e n n e s se e  O rg a n iu tio n  o f  S chool S u p e rin te n d e n ts  
3 3 0  T e n th  A v enu e  N orth , S u ite  A 
Neahvtne, TN  3 7 2 0 3 -3 4 3 0  
P h o t* .  ( 0 1 0 ) 2 0 1 - 1 1 3 9  PAX! (0191 2 5 1 - 1 1 } J
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Earnest Walker 
5780 Catawba Lane 
Morristown, TN 37814 
Telephone {815)587-2716 
September 25, 1993
Dear Colleague:
I am superintendent of schools for Hamblen County. I am currently working on a doctoral study at East 
Tennessee State University In Johnson City, Tennessee, concerning the freedom superintendents have 
in Implementing school district change.
In order to gain data for the study, I am asking that you voluntarily complete the enclosed survey form and 
return It to me before you leave the Superintendents' Study Council Meeting here In Gatllnburg. In the 
event you are unable to do so, I am enclosing a self-addressed envelope for your convenience In 
returning It by mail within the next few days.
Please note that I have coded the instrument In order to follow up with those who have not responded. 
Once your survey form Is received the Identification code number will be removed from the Instrument. 
This will ensure complete anonymity of your response. Should you have questions about the study, you 
may reach me here at the motel through Wednesday noon. After that, you may contact me by phone at 
the office (815)586-7700 or at home at (615)587-2716. In the event you cannot reach me or have more 
serious questions, you may call Dr. Anthony Delucia, Chairperson, Institutional Review Board, East 
Tennessee State University, (615)929-6134.
Thank you In advance for your assistance and consideration.
Sincerely,
Earnest Walker
EW/ag
Enclosure
CC: Dr. Donn W. Gresso, Chairman
Graduate Committee
APPENDIX E
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DIRECTING EFFECTIVE CHANGE:
THE AUTONOMY OF THE TENNESSEE SUPERINTENDENT
PARTI. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
Directions: Please provide the necessary Information or check the appropriate blank.
BRTHYEAR:_____________
GENDER: Male______
Fem ale_____
RACE: Caucasian _____
Black_____
Hispanic_____
Other _____
TOTAL YEARS EXPERIENCE AS A SUPERINTENDENT:_______________
HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL LEVEL ATTAINED: Bachelor’s degree _____
Master’s Degree _____
Master's degree plus ____
Specialist’s degree _____
Doctoral degree _____
IS YOUR SYSTEM CONSIDERED: Rural______
Suburban _____
Urban _____
PART II. SUPERINTENDENTS PERCEPTION OF FREEDOM TO CREATE DIRECTED CHANGE IN 
YOUR DISTRICT
Directions: Circle the number that best represents vour overall freedom to create directed change in your 
district.
no little moderate much total not
freedom freedom freedom freedom freedom applicable
1 2 3 4 5 6
PART III. GROUPS OR FACTORS THAT CAN INFLUENCE SUPERINTENDENTS’ CHANGE EFFORTS 
Directions: Based upon YOUR perception, circle the response that best describes your situation.
What effect do each of the followinghave on your freedom io implement no little moderate much total notchange h vour (Mstrict?________________  effect effect effect effect effect applicable
A. politics 1 2 3 4 5 6
B. rules, regulations, policies, laws 1 2 3 4 5 6
C. past performance of school system leaders 1 2 3 4 5 6
D. history of school system 1 2 3 4 5 6
What effect do each of the followinghave on your freedom to Implement no little moderate much total notchanaeinvourdistrict?________________ effect effect effect effect effect applicable
E. strengths of school district 2 3 5 6
F. weaknesses of school district 2 3 5 6
G. opportunities of school district 2 3 5 6
H. threats to school district 2 3 5 6
1. beliefs of staff 2 3 5 6
J. values of community 2 3 5 6
K. societal and community characteristics 2 3 5 6
L. values of school board 2 3 5 6
M. identified needs of school district 2 3 5 8
N. perceived results 2 3 5 6
0 . sudden or unexpected events 2 3 5 6
P. student groups 2 3 5 6
Q. teacher groups 2 3 5 6
R. site level administrators 2 3 5 6
S. state department of education 2 3 5 6
T. Industrial and business community 2 3 5 6
U. colleges and universities 2 3 5 6
PART IV. GROUPS THAT SUPERINTENDENTS WORK WITH TO IMPLEMENT CHANGE IN THE 
DISTRICT
Directions: Based upon YOUR perception, circle the response that best describes your situation.
What support do each of the followinggroups provide you when working through no little moderate much total notthe chanae process In vour district?  support support support support support applicable
A. politicians 1 2 3 5 8
B. community power structure 1 2 3 5 6
C. site level administrators 1 2 3 5 6
D. teachers 1 2 3 5 6
E. student groups 1 2 3 5 6
F. parent groups 1 2 3 5 6
G. board of education 1 2 3 5 6
H. city or county commissions 1 2 3 5 6
L legislators 1 2 3 5 6
J. college or university professors 1 2 3 , 5 6
VITA
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Personal Data;
Education:
Professional
Experience:
Date of Birth: May 23 ,1942
Place of Birth: Bybee, T ennessee  
Marital Status: Married
Public Schools, Hamblen County and Morristown, 
T ennessee  
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 
Carson-Newman College, Jefferson City, T ennessee;
Elementary and Secondary Education, B.S., 1967 
East T ennessee State University, Johnson City, 
Tennessee; Administration and Supervision, M.A., 
1969
East T ennessee State University, Johnson City, 
Tennessee; Administration, Ed.D., 1994
Teacher, Hawkins County Schools, Rogersville, 
Tennessee, 1967 
Teacher, Whltesburg High School, Hamblen County, 
Tennessee, 1967-68 
Principal, Whitesburg Elementary School, Hamblen 
County, T ennessee, 1968-69 
Principal, Fairview-Marguerite Elementary School, 
Hamblen County, T ennessee, 1969-71 
S tate Department of Education, Division of Pupil 
Transportation, Nashville, T ennessee, 1971-73 
Special Education/Adult Education Supervisor, 
Jefferson County Board of Education, Dandridge, 
T ennessee, 1973-80 
Assistant Principal/Vocational Director, Jefferson County 
High School, Dandridge, T ennessee, 1980-84
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Professional
M emberships:
Honors and 
Awards:
Superintendent of Schools, Morristown City Schools, 
Morristown, T ennessee, 1984 
Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Hamblen County, 
T ennessee, 1984-88 
Superintendent of Schools, Hamblen County, 
Tennessee, 198B-present
Tennessee Organization of School Superintendents 
(TOSS)
American Association of School Administrators (AASA)
1971 Outstanding Young Educator Award,
Morristown Jaycees, Morristown, T ennessee  
1994 Nominated for T ennessee Superintendent of the 
Year
